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Abstract—The development and integration of social networking services and smartphones have made it easy for individuals to organize
impromptu social activities anywhere and anytime. Main challenges arising in organizing impromptu activities are mostly due to the
requirements of making timely invitations in accordance with the potential activity locations, corresponding to the locations of and the
relationships among the candidate attendees. Various combinations of candidate attendees and activity locations create a large solution
space. Thus, in this paper, we propose Multiple Rally-Point Social Spatial Group Query (MRGQ), to select an appropriate activity location
for a group of nearby attendees with tight social relationships. We first consider a special case of MRGQ, namely the Socio-Spatial Group
Query (SSGQ), to determine a set of socially acquainted attendees while minimizing the total spatial distance to a specific activity location.
We prove that SSGQ is NP-hard and formulate an Integer Linear Programming optimization model for SSGQ. We then develop an efficient
algorithm, called SSGS, which employs effective pruning techniques to reduce the running time to determine the optimal solution. Moreover,
we propose a heuristic algorithm for SSGQ to efficiently produce good solutions. We next consider the more general MRGQ. Although MRGQ
is NP-hard, the number of attendees in practice is usually small enough such that an optimal solution can be found efficiently. Therefore, we first
propose an Integer Linear Programming optimization model for MRGQ. We then design an efficient algorithm, called MAGS, which employs
effective search space exploration and pruning strategies to reduce the running time for finding the optimal solution. We also propose to further
optimize efficiency by indexing the potential activity locations. A user study demonstrates the strength of using SSGS and MAGS over manual
coordination in terms of both solution quality and efficiency. Experimental results on real datasets show that our algorithms can process SSGQ
and MRGQ efficiently and significantly outperform other baseline algorithms, including one based on the commercial parallel optimizer IBM
CPLEX.
Index Terms—Query Processing, Group Query, Spatial Indexing, Social Networks
✦
1 INTRODUCTION
The successful development and integration of social net-
working services and smartphones have driven the recent
emergence of location-based social networking (LBSN) ser-
vices. Such services, including applications on Foursquare,
Meetup, Facebook, and Google+, allow users to connect with
friends, comment on events and places (e.g., restaurants,
theaters, stores, etc.), and share their happenings and cur-
rent locations. This availability of users’ locations and their
social information allows mobile users to instantly organize
impromptu social activities anywhere anytime.
As an LBSN application, an impromptu activity planning
service needs to account for both spatial and social factors. In
other words, both the locations and friends considered need
to be suitable for the activity, i.e., the location should be close
to the participants so that they arrive in a timely manner,
and the invited friends should already be acquainted with
each other to ensure comity. Thus, a major challenge for im-
promptu activity planning lies in factoring in the distances
from invitees’ current locations to the activity locations,
along with their shared social connectivity. Note that close
friends may not be located near a specific activity location,
while friends near a potential activity location may not enjoy
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Fig. 1: Finding friends for impromptu social activity.
tight social relationships. Moreover, when the number of
candidate attendees increases, or when the number of ac-
tivity locations grows, selecting the most suitable attendees
and activity location becomes tedious and time-consuming.
Therefore, impromptu activity planning would benefit sig-
nificantly from efficient query processing algorithms that
automatically recommend both attendees and an activity
location.
Motivating Example. The interplay of social relationships
among activity attendees and the activity locations creates
significant challenges for the organization of impromptu
social activities. Figure 1 shows a database of 8 candidate
attendees {v1, .., v8} with three potential activity locations
Q = {q1, q2, q3}. The social relationships among the candi-
date attendees are captured as a social graph (shown as
the social layer in the figure), while the locations of the
candidate attendees are shown as the spatial layer. Given
a desired group size, 4, and a social constraint where each
attendee can only be unfamiliar with at most 1 other at-
tendee, an approach to select a group and the corresponding
activity location with minimized total spatial distance is to
issue a 4-nearest neighbor (4NN) query on each activity
location. In the result, we obtain F1 = {v2, v3, v4, v5} with
2the activity location q1. However, in this case, F1 does not
satisfy the required social constraint because both v2 and
v3 are unacquainted with more than 1 other group member.
Instead, if we focus on social tightness, we obtain group F2 =
{v1, v6, v7, v8} with activity location q2, where each attendee
is familiar with all the other members. However, this group
incurs a large spatial distance and thus is not suitable for
an impromptu activity. In contrast, F3 = {v1, v2, v5, v6} with
activity location q3 is probably the most suitable solution
because each attendee in F3 is unacquainted with no more
than 1 other group member while incurring a small total
spatial distance to q3.
In this paper, we propose a new query, namely Multiple
Rally-Point Social Spatial Group Query (MRGQ), to deter-
mine a suitable activity location and a socially acquainted
group which minimizes the total spatial distance to the ac-
tivity location. MRGQ seeks a set of most-suitable attendees
with a corresponding activity location by considering both
social and spatial factors of impromptu activity planning.
MRGQ is beneficial for real social network applications (e.g.,
Facebook) and can integrate with group buying websites
(e.g., Groupon) to provide social-aware location-based ad-
vertisements. We will discuss these issues in Section 2.2.
Here, we assume that the service provider has access to
the users’ underlying social relationships along with their
current locations. Let G = (V,E) be a social graph, where
each vertex v ∈ V is associated with a location lv, and
two mutually acquainted vertices u and v are connected
by an edge eu,v. Given a set of potential activity locations
Q = {q1, .., qn}, the planned number of activity attendees
p, the number of unacquainted people each attendee may
have k, and the maximum spatial distance t (i.e., spatial
radius) from the chosen activity location to each of the
selected attendees, MRGQ aims to find a set of p attendees
from the social graph and an activity location q∗ from the
potential activity location list, such that the total distance
from each attendee to the activity location q∗ is minimal,
and the distance from each attendee to the activity location
q∗ is bounded by t.1 Notice that MRGQ includes a social
constraint (i.e., k) to ensure the familiarity between each
attendee, i.e., each attendee can be unfamiliar with at most
k other people in the selected group. By setting k, the
coordinator can freely adjust the social atmosphere of the
activity to accommodate different types of social activities.
Formally, MRGQ is formulated as follows.
Problem: Multiple Rally-Point Social Spatial Group Query
(MRGQ).
Given: A social graph G = (V,E), location lv for each
v ∈ V , the number of attendees p, the set of potential
activity locations Q, the familiarity constraint k, and the
spatial radius t.
Objective: MRGQ(p,Q, k, t) finds 〈F, q∗〉 where F ⊆ V , q∗ ∈
Q, such that |F | = p,
∑
v∈F dv,q∗ is minimal
2, dv,q∗ ≤ t, and
unfamiliar(v, F ) ≤ k3, ∀v ∈ F .
A straightforward approach for processing MRGQ is to
1. In most cases a user can specify p and Q according to the motivation
of the corresponding group activity, such as a ”buy three and get one free”
coupon in a chain restaurant. While it may be more difficult for a user to
specify the exact values of k and t, one promising way is to let the user
select the ranges of the two parameters. Accordingly, the algorithm returns
multiple solutions with different k and t so that the user can choose the
most desirable one.
2. dv,q∗ is the spatial distance from v to q
∗.
3. The number of vertices in F which share no edge with v.
enumerate all possible groups of p attendees for each activity
location and eliminate those not satisfying the constraints
on social familiarity and spatial radius. Then, this approach
returns the pair of group and activity location which incur
the minimum total spatial distance. This straightforward
approach needs to enumerate |Q| · C
|V |
p candidate pairs of
groups and locations, entailing an enormous search space.
Indeed, as we show in the next section, MRGQ is NP-hard.
However, as the size of p is relatively small in most practical
impromptu activity scenarios, the problem can be solved
efficiently. By carefully exploring the social and spatial con-
straints in MRGQ, we develop several processing strategies
to obtain the optimal solution efficiently. We systematically
examine the search space to avoid examining all combi-
nations of candidate attendees and the activity locations.
We incrementally select attendees with the corresponding
activity location by giving priority to those attendees (i)
who are close to an activity location, and (ii) who are
close friends. Obtaining a group which satisfies both (i)
and (ii) is non-trivial because an algorithm that addresses
(i) should simultaneously choose suitable attendees and the
nearest activity location. However, while achieving (i) may
quickly obtain a group with small total spatial distance, it
does not always result in a feasible group that satisfies the
familiarity constraint. Alternatively, we can address (ii) by
prioritizing the search for a group of attendees who know
each other well. However, the group may not have the
minimum spatial distance to the closest activity location.
In summary, efficiently processing MRGQ requires carefully
designed algorithms to select the attendees along with their
nearby activity location while simultaneously satisfying the
familiarity constraint.
To efficiently process MRGQ, we propose to index the
attendees’ locations and the activity locations. In addition,
we design effective strategies for traversing the search space,
including Socio-Spatial Ordering and All-Pair Distance Or-
dering, as well as a number of search space pruning rules,
including Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning, Outer-Triangle
Distance Pruning, Activity Location Distance Pruning, and
Familiarity Pruning, to reduce the processing time. During
the selection of the attendees and the activity location, we
address both the spatial distance among the candidate loca-
tions, and from attendees to activity locations. Meanwhile,
the social connectivity of the attendees is also carefully
explored. As such, we effectively prune redundant search
space to find the optimal solution efficiently.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We identify the organization of impromptu social ac-
tivities as a new social networking application and
formulate a novel query, MRGQ, to obtain the optimal
set of invitees and a suitable activity location. MRGQ
is unique because it specifies the familiarity constraint
among the invitees. We prove that the problem is NP-
hard and inapproximable within any factor.
• We consider a special case of MRGQ, namely SSGQ,
for considering only a single activity location. We prove
that SSGQ is NP-hard and propose SSGS with various
strategies for finding the optimal solution efficiently. In
addition, we propose a heuristic algorithm for SSGQ,
namely SSGMerge, which effectively exploits the struc-
tures of intermediate solutions, to obtain good solutions
in polynomial time. We also propose an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) optimization model for SSGQ and
demonstrate that SSGS outperforms ILP.
3• To efficiently process MRGQ, we propose to index
the locations of candidate attendees and the activity
locations and propose an efficient algorithm, namely
MAGS, which enables various search space traversing
and pruning strategies to find the optimal solution effi-
ciently. We also propose an Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) optimization model for MRGQ and demonstrate
that MAGS outperforms ILP, even if it runs on a com-
mercial integer programming optimizer with parallel
computation.
• We conduct a user study with 206 people. The results
demonstrate that our proposed algorithms significantly
outperform manual coordination in terms of both solu-
tion quality and efficiency for both SSGQ and MRGQ.
We also implement SSGQ in Facebook.
• We evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithms by conducting extensive experiments on real
datasets. Experimental results manifest that SSGS and
SSGMerge require much less time than the ILP opti-
mization model with the commercial parallel optimizer
IBM CPLEX [1]. Likewise, for MRGQ, MAGS outper-
forms the baseline algorithms in terms of both solution
quality and efficiency, and is much more efficient than
the ILP optimization model.
The rest of this paper is summarized as follows. Section
2 analyzes MRGQ and proves that it is NP-hard. Section
3 introduces the related works. Section 4 studies a special
case of MRGQ, namely SSGQ and details the proposed algo-
rithms. Section 5 details the proposed algorithm to efficiently
process MRGQ. Section 7 shows the results of our user study
and experiments. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.
2 PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS
An MRGQ includes four parameters, i.e., p, Q, k and t,
which respectively determine the size of the answer group,
activity locations, familiarity constraint and spatial radius
of the query, and all of which have a significant impact on
processing strategies. First, as the size of group, p, increases,
the solution space (which consists of all candidate groups)
grows rapidly. While we prove that processing MRGQ is
an NP-hard problem and thus very challenging, it can still
be processed efficiently since the size of p is usually small
in most practical cases. Second, candidate attendees located
close to a candidate activity location qi could be prioritized
for processing, as the search criteria aim to minimize the
total spatial distance from the selected attendees to qi. As
the size of Q increases, the search space also grows. Third, k
dictates the tightness of social relationships among members
in the invited group. A smaller k in MRGQ indicates that
candidate attendees with tighter social relationships should
be given priority. Finally, t reflects the need to avoid selecting
candidates that are unacceptably far away from the selected
activity location. These spatial and familiarity constraints
can be employed for pruning of unqualified candidate
groups. In the following, we first analyze the hardness of
MRGQ and then discuss concrete application scenarios for
MRGQ.
2.1 Problem Analysis
We prove that MRGQ is NP-hard and inapproximable
within any factor, i.e., no approximation algorithm exists for
MRGQ.
Theorem 1: MRGQ is NP-hard and is inapproximable
within any factor unless P = NP .
Proof: We prove that MRGQ is NP-hard with the reduc-
tion from p-clique. Decision problem p-clique, given a graph
Gc, determines whether the graph contains a clique, i.e., a
complete graph of p vertices and with an edge connecting
every two vertices. In MRGQ, let G = Gc, k = 0, t = ∞,
Q = {q} and dv,q = 1 for every vertex v ∈ V . We first prove
the necessary condition. If Gc contains a p-clique, there must
exist a group with the same vertices in the p-clique such
that every person has social relationship with all the other
attendees in the group, and the total spatial distance is p.
We then prove the sufficient condition. If G in MRGQ has
a group of size p and k = 0, Gc in problem p-clique must
contain a solution of size p, too. Therefore, MRGQ is NP-
hard.
We prove the inapproximability of MRGQ with a gap-
introducing reduction from the p-clique problem. Given a
graph Gc, the decision problem p-clique determines whether
the graph contains a clique of size p, i.e., a complete graph
of p vertices with an edge connecting every two vertices.
For any instance of the p-clique problem in graph Gc, we
construct an instance of MRGQ as follows. The input graph
of MRGQ, G, is constructed by adding a complete graph Kp
with p vertices to Gc, i.e., G = Gc ∪Kp, where each vertex
v ∈ Kp connects to every vertex u ∈ Gc. We set Q = {q},
where q is any spatial object, and the spatial distance from
each vertex u ∈ Gc to q is set to 1, i.e., du,q = 1, ∀u ∈ Gc. By
contrast, the spatial distance from each vertex v ∈ Kp to q
is set to an arbitrary value l much larger than p, i.e., dv,q =
l, ∀v ∈ Kp. Moreover, k = 0 and t = ∞ in MRGQ. Now, if
there is a p-clique in Gc, there exists a feasible solution of
MRGQ, i.e., F ⊆ Gc in G, with the total spatial distance as∑
v∈F dv,q = p (i.e., F ∩Kp = ∅). If no p-clique exists in Gc,
MRGQ has at least one feasible solution, such as Kp, but it
is not possible to extract a feasible solution from Gc alone.
Therefore, the optimal solution F returned by MRGQ must
include at least one vertex in Kp with a total spatial distance
of
∑
v∈F dv,q ≥ (p−1+l) > p (i.e., F∩Kp 6= ∅). MRGQ cannot
be approximated within any factor smaller than (p−1+ l)/p;
otherwise, the approximation algorithm could solve the p-
clique decision problem since it can distinguish the two cases
in MRGQ. Since l can be set as an arbitrary value much
larger than p, MRGQ cannot be approximated within any
ratio. The theorem follows.
We also propose an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
optimization model for MRGQ which, via a commercial
solver, such as CPLEX [1], can obtain the optimal solution.
We first define a number of decision variables in the ILP
formulation. Let binary variable φu denote whether vertex
u is in F . Let binary variable piq denote whether activity
location q is chosen in the solution. When u is an attendee
and thus joins F , let integer variable µu denote the number
of attendees in F not acquainted with u, µu ≥ 0. Let variable
δu denote the distance from u to the activity location if u is
selected in F , δu ≥ 0; otherwise, δu = 0. The problem is to
minimize the total spatial distance from the selected activ-
ity location to the attendees, i.e., min
∑
u∈V
∑
q∈Q piqφudu,q .
However, this simple formula does not serve well as the
objective function because it is not linear. On the other
hand, the formula, min
∑
u∈F δu, also does not serve well
as the objective function since F is unknown. Therefore, we
4formulate the objective function of MRGQ as follows.
min
∑
u∈V
δu.
This objective function can correctly find out the total spatial
distance from the selected activity location to the attendees
since only δu of each attendee u in F will be assigned a non-
zero value, as shown in the constraint (9) detailed later. In
other words, δu will be 0 in the objective function if u is not
an attendee.
The ILP formulation for MRGQ is equipped with the
following constraints.∑
u∈V φu = p, (A)∑
q∈Q piq = 1, (B)
(p− 1)φu −
∑
v∈Nu
φv ≤ µu, ∀u ∈ V (C)∑
u∈V µu ≤ kp, (D)
du,q(φu + piq − 1) ≤ δu, ∀u ∈ V, ∀q ∈ Q (E)
δu ≤ t, ∀u ∈ V (F)
In the above, constraint (A) guarantees that exactly p
vertices are selected in solution set F , while constraint (B)
states that only one location is selected for the activity.
Constraints (C) and (D) specify the familiarity condition.
Specifically, if u participates in F , i.e., φu = 1, this constraint
becomes (p− 1)−
∑
v∈Nu
φv ≤ µu. In other words, the left-
hand-side (LHS) of constraint (C) is identical to the number
of attendees in F not knowing u, and constraint (D) enforces
that the total number of unfamiliar attendees not to exceed
kp.
Constraint (E) assigns δu as du,q if u and q are chosen
as an attendee and the activity location, respectively. More
specifically, φu and piq are both 1 in this case, and constraint
(E) thus becomes du,q ≤ δu. Since the objective function is
a minimization function, δu will be assigned as du,q in the
optimal solution. On the other hand, if u is not an attendee,
or if q is not the activity location, constraint (E) becomes
0 ≤ δu, and thus non-restrictive to δu. Therefore, δu will be
0 in the objective function if u is not an attendee. Constraint
(F ) ensures that the spatial distance from each attendee to
the activity location not to exceed spatial radius t.
We have the following observations from the above con-
straints.
1) Constraint (C) cannot be substituted with (p− 1)φu −∑
v∈Nu
φv = µu. Otherwise, if u does not join F , i.e.,
φu = 0, this constraint becomes −
∑
v∈Nu
φv = µu.
Therefore, constraint (D) cannot correctly sum up the
number of unfamiliar attendees in F , because it consid-
ers every person u in V . To address this issue, an ap-
proach is to replace constraint (D) with
∑
u∈F µu ≤ kp,
such that only the attendees in F will be considered.
However, constraint (D) in this case becomes non-
linear because the set F also needs to be decided too.
In contrast, the proposed constraints (C) and (D) can
effectively avoid the above issue. When φu = 0, con-
straint (C) becomes −
∑
v∈Nu
φv ≤ µu, which allows
µu to be 0 for constraint (D), such that we are able to
sum up µu of every person in V , even when u is not
in F . Note that µu is also allowed to be assigned larger
than the LHS of constraint (C). However, if constraint
(D) still holds when (p− 1) −
∑
v∈Nu
φv < µu, it
guarantees that assigning µu = (p− 1) −
∑
v∈Nu
φv
also leads to a solution that does not contradict (C),
because the LHS of (C) becomes smaller in this case.
Therefore, the familiarity condition can be enforced
with the design of µu together with constraints (C)
and (D). Similarly, constraint (E) cannot be replaced
with du,q(φu + piq − 1) = δu.
2) The complexity of this formulation (correlated to the
number of integral decision variables) can be signif-
icantly reduced by relaxing the integrality constraint
that enforces µu to be a non-negative integer. In this
case, µu can be any non-negative real number, and
the number of integer variables in this formulation are
significantly reduced. This formulation in this case is
still correct because φu in the objective function still
needs to be an integer variable. In addition, for any
solution with µu not an integer number, replacing µu
with the largest integer number not exceeding µu must
also be a feasible solution, since the LHS of constraint
(C) needs to be an integer number.
2.2 Application Scenarios
We discuss the reasons why MRGQ is beneficial for real
social applications, such as Facebook and Groupon.
1) The initiator is a person included in the solution group.
The proposed MRGQ can be employed in various online
social network applications, e.g., Facebook, to initiate im-
promptu activities. Facebook’s Event function allows a user
to initiate an activity by specifying the location and invitees.
However, it may be difficult for the initiator to select a set
of invitees with tight social relationships in real time, and
the multiple candidate locations, e.g., branches in a popular
chain restaurant, may make it difficult for the initiator to
manually select a suitable location and the corresponding
attendees. If MRGQ can be integrated with Facebook, the
initiator only needs to specify a set of candidate activity
locations along with the query parameters to quickly identify
the invitees and a suitable activity location.
2) The initiator is not a person and thus not included
in the solution group. In addition, deal-of-the-day services
such as Groupon, can also benefit from MRGQ. Currently,
Groupon recommends offered deals (e.g., coupons) to users
according to their preferences or purchase histories. To take
advantage of a given deal, a customer may need to organize
a certain number of friends (e.g., ”buy three get one”), and
may be less inclined to buy the coupon if identifying a
likely group poses difficulty. To address this issue, Groupon
can exploit MRGQ to provide social-aware location-based
advertisement. For example, to promote a chain restaurant,
Groupon can identify groups with tight social relationships
and thus identify branches suitable for each group. The
social recommendation can be attached in the location-
based advertisement to increase the chance of the customer
purchasing the coupon. In this case, Groupon is an initiator
not included in the solution group.
3 RELATED WORK
Some LBSN applications, e.g., Meetup, have been available
for activity coordination for some time. However, they are
designed mainly for periodical meetings, e.g., a reading club
or a user group for 3D printing. In this paper, we emphasize
the scenarios of impromptu social activities where the time
and effort for organizing an activity need to be minimized.
As manual identification of candidate attendees, a common
practice today, is tedious and time-consuming, we argue
and show in this paper that, MRGQ is very useful for such
scenarios as it recommends a group of suitable attendees
5and an activity location by taking both the social and spatial
factors into account.
Researches on finding groups of socially connected mem-
bers, e.g., team formation [3][4], community search [5],
Social-Temporal Group Query [8] and Circle of Friend Query
[9], have been reported in the literature. Nevertheless, their
research context and objectives are totally different from
our research goal, i.e., exploring both the spatial and social
dimensions in finding a group of friends and a location for
an impromptu activity. Specifically, team formation [3][4]
finds a group of experts with the required skills, while
aiming to minimize the communication cost between these
experts. Community search [5] finds a compact community
that contains particular members, aiming to minimize the to-
tal degree in the community. Social-Temporal Group Query
[8] checks the available times of attendees to find the group
with the most suitable activity time. Circle of Friend Query
[9] finds a group of friends by considering their social and
spatial properties. The friends are not grouped to specific
activity locations because no activity location is given in this
query, and this query thus is not suitable for impromptu
activity planning.
Relevant to our work, spatial queries for selecting a set of
spatial points, aiming to minimize the total spatial distance,
have been proposed for various scenarios [6], [7], [10], [11].
However, in these works, the (social) connectivity among the
spatial points is not considered. Specifically, given two sets
of points P and Q, together with the number of points to
be selected k, Group Nearest Neighbor Query [6] finds a set
of k points in P such that the total spatial distance of the
points to all points in Q is minimized. On the other hand,
for a line segment and a set of points, Continuous Nearest
Neighbor Search [7] returns the nearest neighbor of each
point on the line segment. Meanwhile, Continuous Visible
Nearest Neighbor Queries [10] and Continuous Obstructed
Nearest Neighbor Query [11] extend Continuous Nearest
Neighbor Search [7] by incorporating the obstacles in the
problem designs, which may affect the visibility or distance
between two points and lead to different results. Therefore,
the above-mentioned queries focus only on the spatial di-
mension and thereby are not applicable to our scenario of
LBSN applications.
To the best knowledge of the authors, researches on find-
ing groups that consider constraints in both the spatial and
social dimensions just started. Our work examines the inter-
play in both social and spatial dimensions, with an objective
to find a group of mutually familiar attendees such that the
total spatial distance to an activity location is minimized. We
envisage that our research result can be employed in various
LBSN applications for group recommendation.
4 SOCIO-SPATIAL GROUP QUERY (SSGQ)
The challenges for processing MRGQ lie in the interplay of
social and spatial dimensions, along with the large solution
space. In this section, we first consider a relaxed version
of MRGQ with single activity location, i.e., Socio-Spatial
Group Query (SSGQ). We formulate SSGQ and propose
an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) optimization model
for SSGQ, which acts as a baseline for comparison with
the proposed algorithms for SSGQ. We then propose an
algorithm, called SSGS, to efficiently process SSGQ. We also
propose a heuristic algorithm for SSGQ, namely SSGMerge,
to find good solutions very efficiently.
Specifically, SSGQ is formally defined as follows.
Problem: Socio-Spatial Group Query (SSGQ).
Given: A social graph G = (V,E), location lv for each v ∈ V ,
and an SSGQ(p, q, k, t) where p is the number of attendees,
q is the activity location, k is the familiarity constraint, and
t is the spatial radius.
Objective: To find a set F ⊆ V where |F | = p and minimize
the total spatial distance from F to q, i.e.,
∑
v∈F dv,q , where
dv,q ≤ t, ∀v ∈ F , and unfarmiliar(v, F ) ≤ k
4, ∀v ∈ F .
Theorem 2: SSGQ is NP-hard.
Proof: We prove that SSGQ is NP-hard with the re-
duction from p-clique. Decision problem p-clique is given a
graph Gc to find whether the graph contains a clique, i.e., a
complete graph with an edge connecting every two vertices,
with p vertices. In SSGQ, we let G = Gc, k = 0, t = ∞, and
dv,q = 1 for every vertex v ∈ V . We first prove the necessary
condition. If Gc contains a p-clique, there must exist a group
with the same vertices in the p-clique such that every person
has social relationship with all the other attendees of the
group, and the total spatial distance is p. We then prove the
sufficient condition. If G in SSGQ contains a group with the
size as p and k as 0, Gc in problem p-clique must contain a
solution with size p, too. The theorem follows.
In the following, we present an Integer Linear Program-
ming (ILP) optimization model for SSGQ. We first define a
number of decision variables in the formulation. Let binary
variable φu denote whether vertex u is in F . When u joins F ,
let integer variable µu denote the number of attendees in F
not acquainted with u, µu ≥ 0. The problem is to minimize
the total spatial distance from each vertex in F to q, i.e.,
min
∑
u∈V
duφu
s.t. ∑
u∈V φu = p, ∀u ∈ V (G)
duφu ≤ t, ∀u ∈ V (H)
(p− 1)φu −
∑
v∈Nu
φv ≤ µu, ∀u ∈ V (I)∑
u∈V µu ≤ kp. (J)
In the above, constraint (G) guarantees that exactly p
vertices are selected in solution set F , while constraint
(H) ensures that the spatial distance from each selected
attendee to q does not exceed spatial radius t. Constraints
(I) and (J) specify the familiarity condition. Specifically, if
u participates in F , i.e., φu = 1, this constraint becomes
(p− 1)−
∑
v∈Nu
φv ≤ µu. In other words, the left-hand-side
(LHS) of (I) is identical to the number of attendees in F not
knowing u, and constraint (J) enforces that the total number
of unfamiliar attendees must not exceed kp.
We make the following observations from the above con-
straints.
1) Constraint (I) cannot be substituted with (p− 1)φu −∑
v∈Nu
φv = µu. Otherwise, if u does not join F , i.e.,
φu = 0, this constraint becomes −
∑
v∈Nu
φv = µu.
Therefore, constraint (J) cannot correctly sum up the
number of unfamiliar attendees in F , because it consid-
ers every person u in V . To address this issue, an ap-
proach is to replace constraint (J) with
∑
u∈F µu ≤ kp,
such that only the attendees in F will be considered.
However, this constraint in this case becomes non-
linear because the set F also needs to be decided
too. In contrast, the proposed constraints (I) and (J)
can effectively avoid the above issue. When φu = 0,
constraint (I) becomes −
∑
v∈Nu
φv ≤ µu, which allows
4. The average number of vertices in F sharing no edge with v.
6µu to be 0 for constraint (J), such that we are able
to sum up µu of every person in V , even when u is
not in F . Note that µu is also allowed to be assigned
larger than the LHS of constraint (I). However, if
constraint (J) still holds when (p− 1)−
∑
v∈Nu
φv < µu,
it guarantees that assigning µu = (p− 1) −
∑
v∈Nu
φv
also leads to a solution that does not contradict (J),
because the LHS of (J) becomes smaller in this case.
Therefore, the familiarity condition can be enforced
with the design of µu together with constraints (I) and
(J).
2) The complexity of this formulation (correlated to the
number of integral decision variables) can be signif-
icantly reduced by relaxing the integrality constraint
that enforces µu to be a non-negative integer. In this
case, µu can be any non-negative real number, and
the number of integer variables in this formulation are
significantly reduced. This formulation in this case is
still correct because φu in the objective function still
needs to be an integer variable. In addition, for any
solution with µu not an integer number, replacing µu
with the largest integer number not exceeding µu must
also be a feasible solution, since the LHS of constraint
(I) needs to be an integer number.
4.1 Algorithm Design for SSGQ
Despite only considering a single activity location, process-
ing SSGQ is still challenging since we need to account
for the interplay between both social and spatial factors,
which necessitates a systematic approach for group forma-
tion. Therefore, in this section, we propose an algorithm,
called SSGS, to efficiently process SSGQ. SSGS adopts a
branch-and-bound group formation process to form feasible
groups, i.e., those that consist of p members and satisfy
the query constraints. The basic idea is to maintain an
intermediate group SI and incrementally add a candidate
member from the remaining set of candidates, SR, based
on some ordering strategies to traverse the space of group
formation. Given a candidate attendee set V and the activity
location q, SSGS initializes SI = ∅ and SR as the candidate
attendees within the spatial radius of q. At each subsequent
iteration, SSGS moves a candidate attendee from SR into
SI until SI becomes a feasible solution. If SI is disqualified
during the process, SSGS backtracks to the previous step
to choose another candidate attendee from SR. When SI
becomes feasible, SSGS saves it as the current best solution
and backtracks to previous step to continue finding better
groups. Obviously this process is slow, so the key issue is
how to devise a traverse ordering strategy to quickly find a
feasible group and devise effective rules to prune redundant
groups.
One approach is to use an R-tree which indexes the
locations of candidates to provide guidance, and select a
candidate from SR with the shortest spatial distance to the
activity location, which is referred as Distance Ordering. As
such, we can use the spatial properties derived via the max-
imum bounding rectangles (MBR) in the R-tree and the con-
straints of SSGQ to prune unqualified candidates and thus
reduce the search space. Another approach aims to quickly
form a feasible group with small total spatial distance to
the activity location for distance-based pruning adopting
a Socio-Spatial Ordering, which prioritizes the growth of
an intermediate group based on its social tightness. Recall
that Distance Ordering first expands SI with the individuals
closest to the query point q. For example, consider Figure
2(a) as the input social graph (the number besides each
node indicates the spatial distance to q), where p = 3 and
k = 0. Figure 2(b) presents the expansion of SI with only
Distance Ordering, and the number besides each node in the
branch-and-bound tree represents the expansion sequence.
As shown in Figure 2(b), the expansion sequence of these
nodes is sorted according to the spatial distance to the query
point. The leaf nodes in the branch-and-bound tree (i.e., the
groups of p individuals) can be created according to the
total spatial distance, i.e., a group with a smaller total spatial
distance is generated earlier. However, employing only the
Distance Ordering strategy is not always good because it
ignores the social constraint of the generated groups. As a
result, most groups generated at the early stage, e.g., {a, b, c},
{a, b, d}, {a, b, e}, and {a, b, f}, do not satisfy the familiarity
constraint (i.e., k = 0) even though they are the top-4 groups
with the smallest total spatial distances.
To address the weakness of Distance Ordering, we com-
bine the social connectivity and spatial distance to identify
an intermediate group to be expanded in the next step.
Intuitively, when an individual v is chosen by Distance
Ordering, we move it into SI only when v also satisfies the
social condition specified in Eq. (1). This social condition
ensures that SI together with v leads to a group with the
attendees familiar with each other. If v does not follow the
above social condition, we find another individual u with
Distance Ordering that satisfies the social condition. As such,
both spatial and social factors are taken into account in
Socio-Spatial Ordering.
More specifically, to ensure that the social connectivity of
each selected individual v to the vertices in SI is good, a
simple approach is to ensure that v can be selected only
when the number of edges between v and the vertices
in SI exceeds a given threshold. With a larger threshold,
a candidate attendee that is familiar with more attendees
currently in SI is inclined to be chosen. Nevertheless, pa-
rameter k is not examined for the current attendees in SI
when v is added. Consequently, some attendees in this
case may not have a sufficient number of neighbors in SI .
By contrast, SSGS selects v only when v satisfies Eq. (1).
Specifically, as Eq. (1) assumes that v is added to SI , SSGS
examines whether the social connectivity of the new group
SI ∪ {v} is sufficient according to the criterion k. Let F (SI)
denote the average number of acquainted members in SI ,
i.e., F (SI) =
1
|SI |
∑
v∈SI
|Nv ∩ SI |, where Nv is the set of
neighbors of v in V . Individual v is added to SI if it satisfies
Eq. (1) as follows,
F (SI ∪ {v}) ≥ |SI ∪ {v}| −
θ (|SI ∪ {v}|)
p− 1
− 1 (1)
where θ here is a dynamically adjusted parameter and set
as k initially. Intuitively, when k = p− 1, the activity allows
all attendees to be mutually unfamiliar. In this case, Distance
Ordering is the best strategy. In fact, Eq. (1) in this situation
becomes F (SI ∪ {v}) ≥ −1, and Socio-Spatial Ordering here
is identical to Distance Ordering. In another extreme case
where k = 0, Eq. (1) becomes F (SI∪{v}) ≥ |SI∪{v}|−1, im-
plying that each attendee in SI ∪{v} needs to be acquainted
with all the others in SI ∪ {v}.
It is worth noting that Eq. (1) incorporates the dynamically
adjusted parameter θ. Instead of including k directly, it prop-
erly handles other cases with 0 < k < p−1. When k = 0, if no
vertex from SR satisfies Eq. (1), it is not necessary to add any
individual v from SR to SI because every solution growing
from SI ∪ {v} does not follow the familiarity constraint.
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When k > 0, if no individual from SR satisfies Eq. (1), it does
not imply that every solution growing from SI∪{v} does not
have sufficient social connectivity. In contrast, it is possible
to find an individual v in SR and a solution growing from
SI ∪ {v} when other vertices added later bring a sufficient
number of edges to the solution. Therefore, for k > 0, Socio-
Spatial Ordering sets θ as k initially and increases θ if no
vertex from SR can satisfy Eq. (1), until at least one vertex
follows Eq. (1) and thereby is able to be selected for SI .
Notice that Eq. (1) first maintains a high criterion for the
social connectivity by setting θ as k, in order to prioritize a
vertex leading to sufficient social connectivity. If no vertex
from SR can satisfy such a high criterion, Eq. (1) increases θ
to avoid filtering out any feasible solution. Thus, any vertex
in SR that did not satisfy Eq. (1) previously will be examined
later with a large θ accordingly.
Figure 2(c) presents an illustrative example of Socio-
Spatial Ordering with p = 3 and k = 0 for the graph in Figure
2(a). The exploration of Socio-Spatial Ordering is shown as
the solid line in Figure 2(c). In this example, θ = 0 and
SI = φ initially. Since a is the vertex with the minimum
spatial distance to q, and F (φ∪{a}) = 01 ≥ 1−1−
0·1
2 satisfies
Eq. (1), SSGS moves vertex a from SR to SI first and lets
SI = {a}. However, F (SI ∪ {b}) =
0
2 < 2 − 1 −
0·2
2 does not
satisfy Eq. (1). Therefore, SSGS examines vertex c and finds
out that F (SI ∪{c}) =
1
2 · 2 = 1 ≥ 2− 1−
0·2
2 satisfies Eq. (1).
Therefore, vertex c is moved into SI , and now SI = {a, c}.
We then expand SI by choosing vertex d, and SI = {a, c, d}
now is a feasible solution. In contrast, Distance Ordering
selects vertex b after vertex a (as shown in the dashed-
line in Figure 2(c)) and then sequentially constructs four
intermediate groups {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, b, e}, and {a, b, f}.
Unfortunately, none of these meets the familiarity constraint.
As shown, this example illustrates that it is desirable to
jointly consider spatial and social domains in order to find
a feasible solution for SSGS earlier, because the obtained
feasible solution is a key factor for the pruning strategy
introduced below.
4.2 Pruning Strategies for SSGS
We also propose two pruning rules, namely Familiarity
Pruning and Distance Pruning, which effectively filter out
unqualified intermediate groups. The idea of Familiarity
Pruning is to derive an upper bound on the number of
acquaintances each member may have after new members
are included into SI . Similarly, Distance Pruning identifies
a lower bound on the total spatial distance of each group
grown from SI . SSGS stops processing SI and backtracks if
the current SI is pruned by Familiarity Pruning or Distance
Pruning.
Familiarity Pruning. Specifically, the edges in any solution
growing from SI can be divided into three categories: 1)
EI : the set of edges connecting any two vertices in SI , 2)
ER : the set of edges connecting any two vertices selected
from SR, and 3) EIR: the set of edges connecting any two
vertices in SI and the vertices selected from SR. Apparently,
|EI | =
1
2
∑
v∈SI
|N Iv |, where N
I
v is the set of acquainted
neighbors of v in SI . Since the selected vertices in SR are
not clear, a good way is to find an upper bound on |ER|, i.e.,
1
2 (p− |SI |)maxv∈SR |N
R
v |, where N
R
v is the set of acquainted
neighbors of v in SR. It is an upper bound because the vertex
with the maximum degree in SR is identified, and (p− |SI |)
vertices are selected from SR. Similarly, an upper bound on
|EIR| =
∑
v∈SI
|InterEdge(v)|, where InterEdge(v) is the
set of edges connecting v in SI to any vertices in SR.
Notice that the number of edges in a feasible solution
is half of the total degree of all the vertices in the solu-
tion. Therefore, with the above three categories of edges,
Familiarity Pruning stops processing SI when the following
condition holds,
1
p
[∑
v∈SI
|N Iv |+ (p− |SI |) max
v∈SR
|NRv |
+2 ·
∑
v∈SI
|InterEdge(v)|
]
< (p− k − 1). (2)
In the above inequality, the left-hand-side is an upper bound
on the average number of attendees acquainted to each per-
son in any feasible solution growing from SI . The condition
states that, on average, each attendee is acquainted with
fewer than p − k − 1 other attendees. Familiarity Pruning
stops processing SI and backtracks if solutions growing from
SI via the exploration of SR do not satisfy the familiarity
constraint.
For the social graph in Figure 2(a) with p = 3 and k = 0, if
SI = {b, d} and SR = {e, f}, SSGS stops processing SI and
backtracks because 13 (0 + 1 · 1 + 2 · 1) = 1 < (3 − 0 − 1) =
2. In other words, moving any vertex from SR to SI will
never generate a feasible solution following the familiarity
constraint.
Distance Pruning. For a given SI , p − |SI | vertices must
be selected from SR to SI . Apparently, further processing of
SI is unnecessary if SI and the p − |SI | vertices with the
shortest spatial distances to q have a total distance larger
than D, where D is the best solution value obtained so far.
Therefore, Distance Pruning identifies a lower bound and
stops processing SI when the following condition holds,∑
u∈SI
du,q + (p− |SI |)dvmin,q ≥ D (3)
where the first term is the total spatial distance from the ver-
tices in SI to q. For SR, only the vertex vmin with the smallest
spatial distance to q is accessed here, and (p − |SI |)dvmin,q
represents a lower bound on the total spatial distance for
the above p− |SI | vertices in SR.
Consider the social graph in Figure 2(a) with p = 3 as
an example. After a feasible solution {a, c, d} is explored,
its total spatial distance 27 is assigned to D. When SSGS
considers SI = {a, b} and SR = {e, f}, since
∑
u∈SI
du,q+(p−
|SI |)dvmin,q = 11+1·19 = 30 > 27, Distance Pruning removes
states {a, b, e} and {a, b, f}, stops processing SI = {a, b}, and
backtracks to the previous state accordingly.
4.3 Heuristic Algorithm for SSGQ
As proved earlier, processing SSGQ is an NP-hard problem.
In fact, even when the spatial distance is the same for every
candidate, the problem is still NP-hard due to the familiarity
constraint required to address. Therefore, in the following,
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we propose an efficient heuristic algorithm to obtain good
solutions very efficiently. SSGS employs the branch-and-
bound framework to incrementally improve the solution
and find the optimal solution. A straightforward approach
to develop heuristic algorithms for SSGQ is to stop the
branch-and-bound search after the i-th feasible solution is
obtained. However, it suffers two main drawbacks: 1) the
running time is still not constrained in polynomial time, and
2) this approach only maintains the current minimal total
spatial distance for solution space pruning but ignores the
possibility to exploit many intermediate solutions to further
improve the efficiency. To effectively address the above two
issues, we propose an algorithm, named SSGMerge, which
effectively utilizes the structures of intermediate solutions
to generate a good feasible solution in polynomial time. The
idea is to iteratively merge good socially tight groups with
small spatial distances in different intermediate solutions
obtained in earlier iterations.
Figure 3 presents a social network and a snapshot of the
branch-and-bound tree with p = 4, k = 1, and θ = 1
for Socio-Spatial Ordering. After the first feasible solution
{a, c, d, e} is obtained, {a, d} and {b, d} are pruned accord-
ingly by Distance Pruning, while {a, c, d, f} and {a, c, e, f}
have higher total spatial distances than {a, c, d, e}. If the
straightforward heuristic approach stops here, {a, b, c, d} and
{a, b, c, e}, both extending from {a, b} and enjoying smaller
total spatial distances, unfortunately are not to be discov-
ered. In contrast, since {a, b, d} and {a, c, d} incurs small
spatial distances, and if other candidates later join these
two groups, they will become socially dense groups with
small spatial distances. A promising idea is to merge the
two groups into {a, b, c, d} (similarly, merging {a, b, c} and
{a, c, e} results into {a, b, c, e}). Based on this idea, we design
a systematic approach to choose a set of suitable groups for
constructing a good feasible solution.
The intermediate solutions expanded according to Socio-
Spatial Ordering are created and tailored for each query with
the specific parameters and the activity location. Therefore,
it is more efficient for SSGMerge to process intermediate
solutions directly. Given the group size p of SSGQ, we
maintain a set of p intermediate solution queues {U1, ..., Up},
where each element in Uj is an intermediate solution SI with
j attendees. To prioritize the intermediate solutions in U|SI |
with high social tightness and small spatial distance, we sort
the intermediate solutions in U|SI | with a ranking function
R(·) based on Socio-Spatial Ordering,
R(SI) = p · t · θ +
∑
v∈SI
dv,q
TABLE 1: Intermediate solutions maintained and con-
structed.
Maintained and constructed solutions
U1 {a},{b}
U2 {a, c}, {a,b}
U3 {a, c, d},{a, c, e},{a,b, c}
U4 {a, c, d, e},{a,b, c,d},{a,b, c, e}
where θ ≥ k is set to the minimum θ that SI satisfies Socio-
Spatial Ordering, and dv,q is the spatial distance from a
candidate v to the activity location q. The ranking function
ranks SI based on its θ value and the total spatial distance
to q, and it gives a smaller score to the SI which has tighter
social relationship and closer to q. Consider an example
with the social graph shown in Figure 3. Assume p = 4,
k = 1, t = 100, SI = {a, b, c}, and ŜI = {c, d, e}. Then,
R(SI) = 4·100·2+6 = 806 while R(ŜI) = 4·100·1+12 = 412.
Therefore, SSGMerge is inclined to choose ŜI .
Given the set of p intermediate solution queues
{U1, ..., Up}, the basic idea is to merge different pairs of small
groups into larger ones. That is, for each Ui, we merge each
pair of small intermediate groups ŜI , SI ∈ Ui into a new
intermediate solution S˜I , i.e., S˜I = ŜI ∪ SI , and store S˜I
in the corresponding U|S˜I |. If there are more than λ inter-
mediate solutions in Ui, after inserting merged intermediate
solutions, Ui maintains the λ intermediate solutions with the
smallest ranking value according to R(·). In other words,
λ here is a filtering parameter for controlling the quality
and the number of the intermediate solutions in each Ui.
Therefore, by first setting i as 1 and increasing i by 1 at each
iteration, we can incrementally construct new intermediate
solutions. Finally, we extract the feasible solution which
incurs the minimum spatial distance from Up and return it
as the solution.
More importantly, SSGMerge employs a pruning strategy
to reduce the number of intermediate solutions under exam-
ination. When SSGMerge merges the intermediate solutions
in Ui, an intermediate solution ŜI can be discarded if the
following condition holds,∑
v∈ŜI
dv,q + (p− |ŜI |) min
i≤j≤p−1
µj ≥ D.
In the above condition, µj is the minimum spatial distance
of the candidates existing in Uj , and D is the currently
best solution value. It measures the minimum increment of
the spatial distance of ŜI when ŜI is merged with others
and becomes a feasible solution. If this condition holds, any
feasible solution expanded from ŜI (i.e., having ŜI as a
subset), will never become a better solution, and thus ŜI
can be safely discarded.
In Table 1, the merged solutions constructed by SSGMerge
are shown in bold with underscores. For example, {a, b} is
constructed by merging {a} and {b} in U1, and {a, b, c, d} can
be constructed by merging {a, c, d} and {a, b, c} in U3, where
{a, b, c} is the combination of {a, c} and {a, b} in U2. After
the merging process is completed, we extract the feasible
solution with the minimum spatial distance from Up, i.e.,
U4 in Table 1, which is {a, b, c, d}. As compared to the best
feasible solution {a, c, d, e} obtained in Figure 3, the total
spatial distance of {a, b, c, d} is 10, which is smaller than that
of {a, c, d, e}, i.e., 13.
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nates the search process after w states have been generated
in the branch-and-bound tree5. SSGMerge then refines the
solutions with the above merge approach. By effectively
restricting the number of generated intermediate solutions,
SSGMerge can efficiently construct a good feasible solution
according to the following theorem.
Theorem 3: The running time of SSGMerge is
O(pλ2 log pλ+ wp2 + |V |(log |V |)2).
Proof: SSGMerge first generates w nodes in the branch-
and-bound tree before it merges those intermediate solu-
tions and creates feasible solutions. Three operations are
performed: 1) Socio-Spatial Ordering, 2) Distance Pruning,
and 3) Familiarity Pruning. Socio-Spatial Ordering includes
Distance Ordering and the checking of Eq. (1) in Section
4.1. Distance browsing strategy, i.e., iteratively extracting the
candidate attendee with the minimum spatial distance to
q from R-Tree, in Distance Ordering is performed w times.
Therefore, in the worst case, the number of R-Tree leaf node
access is O(|V |), and the traversal from the root to a leaf
node of R-Tree incurs O(log |V |) R-Tree internal node access.
Since each R-Tree node access incurs O(1) time for distance
computation, the time of R-Tree node access is O(|V | log |V |).
The priority queue maintained for Distance Ordering takes
O(log s) time for each insertion and deletion operation,
where s is the size of the priority queue. Since there are
O(|V | log |V |) elements inserted into the priority queue, and
the insertion cost of each element is O(log(|V | log |V |)) (in
worst case, the size of the priority queue is O(|V | log |V |)).
Therefore, the total cost is O(|V | log |V |)·O(log(|V | log |V |)) =
O(|V |(log |V |)2).
For checking Eq. (1) of Socio-Spatial Ordering, since the
size of SI does not exceed p, it requires O(p
2) time to
compute F (SI ∪ {v}) for each examination, i.e., examining
if a vertex v can be included in the current SI . Therefore,
checking Eq. (1) for w times takes O(wp2) time.
Familiarity Pruning is performed in O(wp2) time for w ex-
aminations. Distance Pruning at each time examines the first
element of the priority queue and the total spatial distance in
SI with O(p) time. Therefore, Distance Pruning takes O(wp)
time for w examinations in the branch-and-bound tree. In
summary, the time complexity of w attempts for including
a node into SI is O(wp
2) + O(wp) + O(|V |(log |V |)2) =
O(wp2 + |V |(log |V |)2).
On the other hand, when SSGMerge merges intermediate
solutions, at each Ui, it first ranks the intermediate solutions
in Ui with the ranking function and then discards those
with ranks higher than λ. This step takes O(pλ2 log pλ)
time because in the worst case, each merged intermediate
solution in Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ j is inserted into Uj . It costs O(λ
2)
time for SSGMerge to combine each pair of intermediate
solutions within each Ui for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, including checking
the pruning condition. Therefore, it takes O(pλ2) time for
merging the intermediate solutions. Overall, the running
time for SSGMerge is O(pλ2 log pλ+wp2 + |V |(log |V |)2).
Please note that |V | in the complexity comes from the
worst case of R-Tree distance browsing. However, with
the assumption of uniform distribution of the candidates’
locations, the expected time of R-Tree distance browsing
becomes O(w log |V | · log(w log |V |)). More importantly, the
experimental results manifest that SSGMerge is much faster
than SSGS because SSGMerge effectively merges intermedi-
5. Detailed settings of w and λ will be presented in the experimental
results.
ate solutions into good feasible solutions to avoid examining
the large search space.
5 ALGORITHM DESIGN FOR MRGQ
In this section, we turn our attention to Multiple Rally-Point
Social Spatial Group Query (MRGQ), which finds 1) the most
suitable activity location from a set of candidate locations
and 2) a socially acquainted group with the minimal total
spatial distance to the activity location. More specifically,
MRGQ aims to find a pair 〈F, q∗〉, where F is a socially
acquainted group of p people satisfying the familiarity con-
straint, and q∗ ∈ Q is a location in Q such that 〈F, q∗〉 incurs
the minimum total spatial distance. MRGQ is more difficult
than SSGQ since different candidate social groups are closer
to different locations, which need to be carefully considered
as well.
To address the issue of multiple candidate locations, a
straightforward approach is to repeat the SSGS algorithm |Q|
times to sequentially find the best group for each location.
Nevertheless, this straightforward approach is not efficient
because a spatial correlation may exist among multiple
activity locations and thus can be exploited. In addition,
it is desirable to design some effective index structures to
facilitate efficient traversal and pruning of the search space.
In this work, we propose to index the candidates with an R-
Tree, while indexing the activity locations with a BallTree
[14]. Accordingly, we design new ordering strategies to
quickly identify an activity location near an intermediate
group of candidates satisfying the familiarity constraint and
pruning strategies to avoid generating redundant 〈F̂ , qi〉
pairs, where F̂ is a group of p candidates satisfying the
familiarity constraint. Moreover, two effective strategies for
traversing the search space are proposed, including All-Pair
Distance Ordering and Single-Reference Distance Ordering.
Processing time is also improved by introducing a number
of new search space pruning rules, including Inner-Triangle
Distance Pruning, Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning, and Ac-
tivity Location Distance Pruning. In summary, during the
process of selecting attendees and an activity location, we
exploit both the spatial distances among different candidate
locations as well as the distances from attendees to activity
locations to effectively prune redundant search space to
efficiently find the optimal solution.
In Section 2, we present an Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) formulation for MRGQ which can obtain an optimal
solution via a commercial solver, such as the IBM CPLEX
[1] parallel optimizer, one of the fastest commercial parallel
solvers. However, as shown in Section 7, this still requires
an unacceptable amount of time to find the optimal solution
because MRGQ needs to simultaneously process the spatial
and social dimensions. Therefore, in Section 5.2, we design
a new algorithm to efficiently process MRGQ.
5.1 Baseline Algorithms for MRGQ
The baseline algorithms are extensions of SSGS mentioned
in Section 4. While Socio-Spatial Ordering and Distance
Pruning remain the same, we extend Familiarity Pruning
introduced in Section 4.2 to tailor the familiarity constraint
for MRGQ. Specifically, if one of the following conditions
holds, Familiarity Pruning stops moving any candidates into
SI , and the algorithm backtracks to the previous step to
consider other candidate attendees.
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|SI | − min
v∈SI
|Nv ∩ SI | > k + 1, or (4)∑
v∈SR
|SR ∩Nv| < (p− |SI |)(p− |SI | − k − 1), (5)
where Nv is the set of neighbors of v in V .
In Eq. (4), minv∈SI |Nv ∩ SI | represents the minimum
number of neighbors for each individual v in SI . In other
words, |SI |−minv∈SI |Nv∩SI |−1 is the maximum number of
unacquainted members for v in SI , and −1 is incorporated
above to exclude v herself. If |SI |−minv∈SI |Nv∩SI |−1 > k,
at least one individual in SI has more than k unacquainted
members in SI . This situation violates the familiarity con-
straint. Therefore, the pruning strategy holds since any
group growing from the current SI will never satisfy the
familiarity constraint.
Eq. (4) considers the vertex degrees of the individuals
in SI . In contrast, the pruning condition specified in Eq.
(5) considers the degrees of the individuals that have not
been moved into SI , i.e., those individuals that are in SR.
In the right-hand-side (RHS) of Eq. (5), (p − |SI |) is the
number of individuals that need to be moved from SR to
SI . On the other hand, for any solution group that satisfies
the familiarity constraint, the degree of each member is
at least (p − k − 1) in the group. Therefore, if SR has an
individual u with the number of neighbors in SR smaller
than (p − |SI | − k − 1), SI will never grow into a feasible
solution when u is selected into SI . In other words, if the
total number of neighbors that all individuals in SR have
(i.e.,
∑
v∈SR
|SR∩Nv|) is smaller than (p−|SI |)(p−|SI |−k−1),
selecting any (p − |SI |) individuals from SR into SI will
never generate a feasible solution, and thus this intermediate
group can be trimmed accordingly.
For example, if p = 4, k = 0 and the social graph is shown
in Figure 2(a). If SI = {a, e}, then this SI can be pruned
by Eq. (4) since 2 − 0 > 0 + 1 holds, i.e., at least one vertex
in current SI does not have enough friends to satisfy the
familiarity constraint. Similarly, if p = 5, k = 0 and SI = {a},
SR = {b, c, d, e, f}, SI can also be pruned by Eq. (5) because
1 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 1 < (5 − 1)(5 − 1 − 0 − 1) holds, i.e., the
candidates in SR do not provide sufficient social tightness
for the current SI to satisfy the familiarity constraint.
In the following, we introduce two baseline algorithms,
namely SSP and SFGP.
Sequential SSGQ Processing (SSP). As discussed earlier, an
intuitive approach for answering MRGQ is to sequentially
invoke algorithm SSGS for each activity location. However,
even though the intermediate best solution can be exploited
to prune inferior solutions not yet examined, this approach
still incurs a huge query processing cost because it does not
simultaneously trim multiple activity locations. Therefore,
we improve SSP to SFGP as follows.
Sequential Feasible Groups Processing (SFGP). In contrast
to SSP that sequentially explores |Q| branch-and-bound trees
(i.e., one for each activity location), SFGP constructs only one
branch-and-bound tree to facilitate joint exploration of the
spatial and social dimensions. In addition to SI and SR, for
each node in the tree, SFGP also maintains a set QI of re-
maining activity locations that need to be explored. Initially,
setting SI = ∅, SR = V , and QI = Q, SFGP first finds a
reference activity location qref ∈ QI to guide the exploration,
where qref is the closest location to a candidate attendee
u ∈ SR (i.e., qref and u are the spatially closest pair). As
such, qref can lead to a smaller total spatial distance in early
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(b) Branch-and-bound tree of SFGP.
Fig. 4: Example of SFGP.
stages of SFGP. Afterwards, SFGP moves candidates from
SR into SI according to Socio-Spatial Ordering (introduced
in Section 4.1) based on qref . After moving a candidate from
SR into SI , SFGP determines whether SI can be pruned by
Familiarity Pruning mentioned in Eqs. (4) and (5). If SI is
pruned by Familiarity Pruning, SFGP stops moving candi-
dates into the current SI and backtracks because the current
SI cannot grow into any feasible solutions. Moreover, each
time a candidate is moved into SI , SFGP examines each
activity location qi ∈ QI with the Distance Pruning condition
(introduced in Section 4.2). An activity location qi will be
removed from QI if it is distant from most members in SI
(i.e., qi is pruned by Distance Pruning). While expanding
SI , if QI becomes empty (i.e., all activity locations in QI are
pruned), SFGP stops the expansion and backtracks.
When SI contains exactly p candidates and satisfies the
familiarity constraint, SFGP computes the spatial distances
from SI to each activity location in QI , and extracts the
activity location q ∈ QI which incurs the minimum spa-
tial distance to SI . If the spatial distance from SI to q is
smaller than the current minimum distance D, SFGP records
〈SI , q〉, updates D and backtracks to examine other possible
solutions. When the search space is explored, SFGP outputs
the recorded best solution and the corresponding activity
location.
Figure 4(b) presents an example of SFGP to show that
the size of QI can rapidly decrease when a few more
candidates are moved into SI . The social network and the
corresponding spatial distances to each qi ∈ QI are shown
in Figure 4(a). Assume p = 3 and k = 0, at the beginning,
SI = ∅, QI = {q1, q2, q3} and SR = V . In step (1), SFGP first
identifies qref = q2 because q2 and candidate attendee a are
the spatially closest pair while a ∈ SR, and then SFGP moves
a from SR into SI . In step (2), SFGP moves b from SR into SI .
Note that b is the candidate attendee in SR who is closest to
qref . Here, moving b into SI follows Socio-Spatial Ordering
(SSO), and SI ∪ {b} is not pruned by Familiarity Pruning.
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In step (3), SFGP moves c into SI where SI = {a, b, c}
satisfies the familiarity constraint. SFGP then scans over the
activity locations in QI and extracts q2 because q2 incurs
the minimum total spatial distance to SI . SFGP updates the
currently best solution 〈{a, b, c}, q2〉 and its distance value
(i.e., D = 6) and backtracks to the previous state as step (4),
i.e., SI = {a, b} and QI = {q1, q2, q3}. SFGP then discovers
that by applying Distance Pruning, all the activity locations
in QI can be removed, i.e., moving d, e and f into SI
does not generate a better solution. Therefore, SFGP stops
expanding the current SI and backtracks through step (5).
Now, SI = {a} and SFGP moves c into SI in step (6). In this
case, q3 can be removed from QI because Distance Pruning
indicates that q3 will never lead to any better solutions given
the current SI . Therefore, SFGP only needs to examine q1
and q2 in the future expansion of the current SI . During
the process, if SFGP finds a feasible solution with a distance
better than D, it records the solution and update D. SFGP
repeats the above procedures and returns the best solution
after the search is complete.
As compared to SSP, SFGP jointly examines the activity
locations and candidate attendees, and employs Distance
Pruning to effectively remove the activity locations that
do not lead to better solutions. It then utilizes Familiarity
Pruning to discard the intermediate groups that cannot grow
into feasible solutions. Moreover, SFGP avoids the repeated
explorations of different social groups, i.e., the same social
group may be generated and examined for |Q| times in SSP.
As shown in Section 7, SFGP outperforms SSP. However,
after carefully examining SFGP, we still find a number of
areas that can be further improved, and thus propose a more
efficient algorithm as detailed below.
5.2 Algorithm MAGS for MRGQ
Although SFGP is able to prune redundant activity locations,
it relies on sequential scans over QI to determine whether
a location in QI can be safely pruned. Therefore, for every
qi in QI , SFGP has to calculate a lower bound on the total
spatial distance of the feasible solution generated from SI
and qi according to Distance Pruning. On the other hand,
identifying qref needs a scan over the activity locations in
QI . Moreover, the selected qref may not always be good
because SFGP decides qref before the first candidate attendee
is moved into SI , instead of adaptively changing qref as SI
grows.
To address these issues, we propose an algorithm, namely
Multiple Activity-Location Group Selection (MAGS), to effi-
ciently process MRGQ. Similar to SFGP, MAGS processes
multiple activity locations simultaneously. However, MAGS
incorporates the following new ideas: a) an index of activity
locations, b) new distance ordering strategies, including
Single-Reference Distance Ordering and All-Pair Distance
Ordering, and c) new distance pruning strategies, including
Activity Location Distance Pruning, Outer-Triangle Distance
Pruning and Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning. Using an
index for the activity locations avoids sequential scans of
the activity locations in QI (i.e., for the selection of qref
and pruning of unnecessary locations). The new distance
ordering strategies obtain qref more efficiently and enable
qref to change during the expansion of SI . As a result,
feasible solutions with smaller total spatial distances can
be obtained more effectively. Moreover, the new distance
pruning strategies exploit the interplay between SI and the
activity locations, as well as the mutual distances of different
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Fig. 5: Comparisons of R-Tree and BallTree.
locations, to effectively and simultaneously prune multiple
activity locations.
5.3 Indexing the Activity Locations
As previously mentioned, SFGP incurs many sequential
scans over the activity locations due to Distance Pruning,
i.e., each time a candidate is moved into SI , QI needs to
be scanned to determine whether some activity locations
can be pruned. Moreover, as SFGP extracts qref ∈ QI and
u ∈ SR at the beginning, qref is not always the closest
activity location for SI to be expanded afterward, especially
when SI does not include u. Therefore, the proposed All-
Pair Distance Ordering (APDO) is designed to dynamically
select qref ∈ QI and u ∈ SR according to the current
SI (as described in Section 5.4). More specifically, the next
attendee u that will be moved to SI and the corresponding
qref need to minimize the total spatial distance from SI ∪
{u} to qref , i.e., minu∈SR,qref∈QI
{
du,qref +
∑
v∈SI
dv,qref
}
.
Equipped with APDO, MAGS finds good feasible solutions
more quickly and prunes search space with distance pruning
strategies. However, this approach needs O(|V |) sequential
scans over QI before a new candidate attendee is identified
and moved into SI .
One way to avoid sequential scans over QI is to index
the activity locations in an index structure. This may facil-
itate rapid estimation of the spatial distances from activity
candidates to potential activity locations and thus allow dis-
tance pruning strategies to immediately remove redundant
activity locations from QI . With such an index structure,
triangular inequality may be exploited in distance pruning
strategies to further reduce distance computations (detailed
later). Although the index structure has to be constructed at
runtime, it can be reused many times in query processing.
We adopt BallTree [14] to index the activity locations. In
BallTree, each activity location qi ∈ Q is stored as a leaf
node, and each internal node in BallTree is the smallest ball
covering all the children balls. Here, a ball B is associated
with its center ctr(B) and radius r(B). The distance lower
bound from a candidate u to a ball B on 2D space can be
computed asMINDIST (u,B) = du,ctr(B)−r(B). The leaves
of the BallTree are the activity locations, while the internal
nodes in the tree corresponds to a ball containing multiple
activity locations.
BallTree enables the removal of many unqualified lo-
cations at once, as illustrated in Figure 5(a). To simul-
taneously explore and prune multiple activity locations,
a lower bound on the total spatial distance from SI =
{s1, s2} to a ball, e.g., B1, can be derived. If this distance
lower bound exceeds the currently best solution value D,
it assures that no activity location in B1 will produce
a better solution with any social group grown from SI .
Thus, all activity locations in B1 can be safely pruned. In
Figure 5(a),
∑
si∈SI
MINDIST (si, B1) serves as a lower
bound on the total spatial distance from SI to q1 and q2.
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Moreover, we can employ triangular inequality to avoid
the distance computation of
∑
si∈SI
MINDIST (si, B2), i.e.,∑
si∈SI
MINDIST (si, B2) =
∑
si∈SI
(dsi,ctr(B2) − r(B2)) <
|SI | · dctr(B1),ctr(B2) +
∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(B1) − |SI | · r(B2). There-
fore, only the distance from ctr(B1) to ctr(B2) needs to be
computed, together with
∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(B1), to derive a lower
bound on the spatial distance from SI to B2. In summary,
instead of invoking sequential scans which need |SI | · m
distance computations to find the total spatial distances from
SI to m activity locations, indexing activity locations in
BallTree requires only |SI |+ (n− 1) distance computations,
where n is the number of balls.
An alternative index is R-Tree, but we argue that Ball-
Tree is more suitable for indexing activity locations here.
Figure 5(b) illustrates an example where the activity lo-
cations are indexed in an R-Tree. As shown, minimum
bounding rectangles (MBRs) are used to provide bound-
ary information over locations inside them. In Figure 5(b),∑
si∈SI
MINDIST (si,M1) serves as a lower bound on
the total spatial distance from SI to q1 and q2, where
MINDIST (si,M1) denotes the minimum distance from si
to MBR M1. However, it is difficult to employ triangular
inequality with R-Tree to quickly obtain a lower bound
on
∑
si∈SI
MINDIST (si,M2). As shown in Figure 5(b),
where MINDIST (s1,M1) + x > MINDIST (s1,M2) holds,
the inequality MINDIST (s1,M1) +MINDIST (M1,M2) >
MINDIST (s1,M2) is not guaranteed to hold because
MINDIST (M1,M2) ≤ x. Therefore, it is necessary to com-
pute MINDIST (s1,M2) and MINDIST (s2,M2) directly,
incurring |SI | · nˆ on-line distance computations to derive all
lower bounds, where nˆ is the number of MBRs. In contrast,
BallTree needs only |SI |+(n−1) distance computations with
n balls. Therefore, BallTree is preferable to R-Tree in our
MAGS design.
BallTree brings two advantages to MAGS: 1) BallTree
enables the design of efficient distance ordering strategies.
By traversing both R-Tree (for indexing candidate attendees)
and BallTree (for indexing activity locations), our proposed
distance ordering strategies avoid redundant examinations
of candidate attendees and activity locations to extract the
reference activity location qref . The new distance ordering
strategies, combined with the original Socio-Spatial Order-
ing mentioned in Section 4.1, are promising to find good
feasible solutions quickly and prune redundant search space
effectively. 2) BallTree enables distance-based pruning of
activity locations at once in the early stages. Moreover, the
lower bound on the total spatial distance from a set of balls
to SI can be quickly obtained to facilitate pruning. In the
following, we first propose two distance ordering strategies
and then introduce the distance pruning strategies based on
R-Tree and BallTree.
5.4 Distance Ordering
While Socio-Spatial Ordering in SSGS is applicable to MAGS,
its design does not consider selections of activity locations.
Here we propose two new distance ordering strategies for
MAGS: (1) Single-Reference Distance Ordering (SRDO). It
selects the activity location along with the first candidate
attendee, vseed, for SI . Note that the total spatial distance of
the feasible solutions obtained by SRDO may not be minimal
since only a single location qref is fixed as a reference. (2)
All-Pair Distance Ordering (APDO). It adaptively changes
the optimal activity location according to different SI , and al-
ways chooses the best activity location when a new attendee
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Fig. 6: Example of SRDO.
is included into SI to minimize the total spatial distance
from SI to the new reference activity location qref .
Single-Reference Distance Ordering (SRDO). At the be-
ginning, i.e., SI = ∅, SRDO starts by selecting a seed
candidate vseed and a reference activity location qref such
that dvseed,qref is minimal. However, to avoid excessive dis-
tance computations, we fix qref as SI grows. While SRDO
requires later examination of other activity locations, the
minimized distance may effectively eliminate consideration
of many potential activity locations. To efficiently obtain
vseed and qref , we traverse R-Tree (indexing the candidate
attendees) and BallTree (indexing activity locations) simul-
taneously, to reduce the number of distance computations.
To further improve the efficiency, a distance lower bound
from any candidate within an MBR Mi to any activity
location within a ball Bj , MINDIST (Mi, Bj), is derived
as MINDIST (Mi, Bj) = MINDIST (Mi, ctr(Bj)) − r(Bj),
where MINDIST (Mi, ctr(Bj)) is the minimum distance
from Mi to the center of Bj , and r(Bj) is the radius of
Bj . MINDIST (Mi, Bj) represents a distance lower bound
from any candidate within Mi to any activity location in
Bj , which is particularly useful to determine redundant
examinations of candidate attendees and activity locations
located in distant MBRs and balls in R-Tree and BallTree.
More specifically, SRDO maintains two lists, UR and UB ,
to record the traversal status of R-Tree and BallTree. Ini-
tially, we insert the root of R-Tree into UR and the root
of BallTree into UB . Then, at each stage, we find the MBR
Mi in UR and the ball Bj in UB that incur the minimum
MINDIST (Mi, Bj). If Mi is not a leaf node in R-Tree, we
pop Mi from UR and insert its children back into UR, while
a non-leaf node in BallTree is performed similarly. If the
extracted Mi and Bj are both leaf nodes, they are assigned
as vseed and qref , respectively. Note that the entries in UR
and UB are popped in accordance with the shortest distance
between them, vseed and qref are indeed the closet attendee-
location pair. Each candidate attendee vi and activity loca-
tion qj in any other MBR Mi and ball Bj must incur a larger
spatial distance since MINDIST (Mi, Bj) is a lower bound,
and dvseed,qref ≤ MINDIST (Mi, Bj) ≤ dvi,qj . Therefore,
this approach effectively avoids examining attendees and
locations that are mutually distant because their correspond-
ing MBRs and balls will never be extracted from the lists.
Moreover, if dvseed,qref > t (where t is the spatial radius),
MAGS can stop since there is no feasible solution in this
case.
Figure 6 presents an illustrative example for SRDO. As-
sume there are four candidates {a, b, c, d} indexed by an
R-Tree and four activity locations {q1, q2, q3, q4} indexed
by a BallTree. To find vseed and qref , we first insert the
root of R-Tree, M0, into UR, and insert the root of Ball-
Tree, B0, into UB . There is only one element in each list,
and MINDIST (M0, B0) = 0 since they overlap. Thus,
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Fig. 7: Example of APDO.
SRDO extracts M0 and B0 and insert their children into
UR and UB , respectively. Now, UR = {M1,M2} and UB =
{B1, B2}. SRDO then extractsM2 and B2 from each list since
MINDIST (M2, B2) is the smallest one. Afterwards, we
insert the children of M2 and B2 into the lists, respectively,
and now UR = {M1, c, d} and UB = {B1, q3, q4}. SRDO finds
that d and q4 incur the minimum spatial distance and assigns
vseed as d and qref as q4.
Once vseed and qref are extracted, qref in SRDO is fixed.
The candidate attendees chosen later still need to follow
Socio-Spatial Ordering to maintain the required social tight-
ness of SI , and Familiarity Pruning is employed to prune the
intermediate solutions that will not become feasible groups.
Moreover, distance pruning strategies based on R-Tree and
BallTree are employed to remove activity locations (detailed
later) that will never produce a better solution.
All-Pair Distance Ordering (APDO). With SRDO, as SI
grows, the qref selected initially may not be the eventual ac-
tivity location with the minimum total distance to SI . Figure
7 presents an illustrative example with p = 3 and {a, b, c, d}
as the candidates indexed by R-Tree, while {q1, q2, q3, q4}
are activity locations indexed by BallTree. SRDO finds d
for vseed and q4 for qref . Thereafter, a and c are moved
into SI . However, since a and c are distant from q4, the
solution obtained by SRDO, i.e., 〈{a, c, d}, q4〉, incurs a large
total spatial distance. In contrast, a better feasible solution is
〈{a, b, d}, q3〉, which greatly reduces the total spatial distance.
Therefore, we propose All-Pair Distance Ordering (APDO),
to select proper candidates from SR and adaptively switch
qref to the most suitable activity location.
We propose All-Pair Distance Ordering (APDO) to select
proper candidates from SR and adaptively switch qref to
the most suitable activity location. More specifically, APDO
simultaneously chooses qref and a candidate attendee vc
to expand SI at each iteration, such that the total spatial
distance from SI to the selected qref is minimized, i.e.,
min
vc∈SR,qref∈QI
{
dvc,qref +
∑
v∈SI
dv,qref
}
. (6)
A straightforward approach to select vc and qref is to scan
over the entire sets of SR and QI . However, this approach
requires (|SR|+ |SI |) · |QI | distance computations when we
move a candidate into SI . To reduce this overhead, we
traverse both R-Tree and BallTree simultaneously, to reduce
unnecessary distance computations.
Two lists UR and UB are maintained during the traversal
of R-Tree and BallTree. At each stage, MBR Mi and ball Bj
are extracted from UR and UB based on the following score
function.
min
Mi∈UR,Bj∈UB
{∑
v∈SI
MINDIST (v,Bj)+
MINDIST (Mi, Bj)} (7)
where MINDIST (v,Bj) = dv,ctr(Bj) − r(Bj) and
MINDIST (Mi, Bj) cannot exceed t. In Eq. (7), the first term
represents the minimum total spatial distance from SI to any
activity location within Bj , while the second term represents
the minimum spatial distance from a candidate attendee in
Mi to an activity location in Bj .
After extracting Mi and Bj from Eq. (7), if Mi is not a leaf
node on R-Tree, we pop it from UR and insert its children
into UR. Similarly, if Bj is a non-leaf node on BallTree, we
also pop it from UB and insert its children into UB . As such,
APDO extracts vc and qref without accessing the candidate
attendees and activity locations distant from each other. We
repeat the above procedure until Mi and Bj are both leaf
nodes andMi ∈ SR. Finally, we move vc from SR into SI and
continue the branch-and-bound search. Moreover, during
the above procedure, if MINDIST (vc, Bi) > t for a ball Bi,
all the activity locations within Bi can be removed from QI
since no activity locations in Bi satisfies the spatial radius
constraint. APDO iteratively extracts vc and qref which incur
the minimum spatial distance so as to avoid the situation
where qref is only close to a small number of candidate
attendees but distant from the others. Moreover, APDO also
allows for the early pruning of activity locations that are
distant from the candidate attendees. This effectively reduces
computation overhead when performing distance pruning
strategies afterwards.
Figure 7 presents an example with four candidates
{a, b, c, d} indexed by R-Tree and four activity locations
{q1, q2, q3, q4} indexed by BallTree. Initially, when SI = ∅,
APDO finds the first vc and the corresponding qref as
follows (see the first column in the table). APDO first inserts
the root of R-Tree, M0, into UR, and inserts the root of
BallTree, B0, into UB . There is only one element in each
list, and MINDIST (M0, B0) = 0 since they overlap. Thus,
APDO extracts M0 and B0 and inserts their children into
UR and UB , respectively. Now, UR = {M1,M2} and UB =
{B1, B2}. APDO then extractsM2 and B2 from each list since
MINDIST (M2, B2) is the smallest one. Afterwards, we
insert the children of M2 and B2 into the lists, respectively,
and now UR = {M1, c, d} and UB = {B1, q3, q4}. APDO
finds that d and q4 incur the minimum spatial distance,
and the first candidate to be moved into SI is d with the
corresponding qref as q4.
To choose the second candidate vc and update qref (see the
second column in the table), we insert the roots M0 and B0
of the R-Tree and BallTree into UR and UB , respectively. Then
M0 and B0 are extracted to insert their children, i.e., UR =
{M1,M2} and UB = {B1, B2}. Since M2 and B2 minimize
Eq. (7), their children are inserted, i.e., UR = {M1, c} and
UB = {B1, q3, q4}. Note that here d is not inserted into UR
since it is not within SR. Now, M1 and q3 minimize Eq.
(7) since MINDIST (M1, q3) = 0, i.e., M1 and q3 overlap.
Therefore, M1 is popped from UR with its children inserted
back into UR. Thus, UR = {a, b, c} and UB = {B1, q3, q4}.
Among them,
∑
v∈SI
MINDIST (v, q3) +MINDIST (a, q3)
is the minimum. In other words, vc = a and qref = q3. It is
worth noting that at this stage, qref changes from q4 to q3
since q3 incurs a smaller total spatial distance to SI ∪ {a}.
Therefore, the second candidate to be moved into SI is a. The
third column in the table details the extraction of the next
vc and the corresponding qref , where vc = b and qref = q3.
After b is moved into SI , SI = {a, b, d}, qref = q3 is the
first feasible solution. In addition, APDO does not need to
examine the children of B1 since they are far away from the
candidates.
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Fig. 8: Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning.
5.5 Distance Pruning Strategies
To avoid examining redundant activity locations, a simple
approach is to apply Distance Pruning (see Section 4.2) to
derive the lower bounds on the total spatial distance from
SI to each activity location. If the lower bound is larger than
the currently best solution value, the activity location can
be safely discarded from future expansions of SI . However,
the above approach is computation intensive because the
total distance from each attendee in SI to each activity
location needs to be obtained. In the following, we introduce
a number of new pruning strategies designed to boost the
efficiency in trimming redundant search space when a new
attendee is added to SI .
We first propose Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning (OTDP)
and Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning (ITDP) to derive the dis-
tance lower bounds with triangular inequality, which incur
only small computation overhead. We then propose Activity
Location Distance Pruning (ALDP), which derives the lower
bounds with the help of R-Tree and BallTree to facilitate
pruning of activity locations in balls simultaneously. In the
following, we first discuss OTDP and ITDP for pruning
single locations (point versions). This is then extended to
pruning balls of locations (ball versions). Since points can
be viewed as degenerated balls, the point versions of OTDP
and ITDP can be treated as special cases of ball versions.
Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning. The strategy is to derive
a lower bound on the total spatial distance from SI to an
activity location qy according to the total spatial distance
from SI to another activity location qx derived before. Here,
Outer-Triangle indicates that the derivation of triangular
inequality is through activity locations, i.e., outside SI . On
the other hand, Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning (which will
be detailed later), derives the distance lower bounds with
triangular inequality purely based on the attendees in SI .
Consider an activity location qy under examination. Let qx
be an examined location, dsi,qx denote the spatial distance
from an attendee si ∈ SI to qx, and dqx,qy denote the spatial
distance from qx to qy . As shown in Figure 8(a), the lower
bound on the spatial distance from si to qy can be derived
as dqx,qy − dsi,qx < dsi,qy according to triangular inequality.
Therefore, a lower bound on the total spatial distance from
SI to qy could be computed as
∑|SI |
i=1 (dqx,qy − dsi,qx) =
|SI | · dqx,qy −
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx . On the other hand, to compose
a group with exactly p attendees, MAGS needs to select the
remaining p−|SI | attendees from SR into SI . A lower bound
on the total spatial distance of these p− |SI | attendees to qy
is (p − |SI |) · dvmin,qy , where dvmin,qy denotes the minimum
spatial distance from qy to any candidates in SR. Therefore,
let D denote the currently best solution value, the following
lemma specifies Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning.
Lemma 1: If |SI |·dqx,qy−
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx+(p−|SI |)·dvmin,qy ≥ D,
qy never produces a better solution for any set of candidates
expanded from SI .
Proof: In the above inequality, the first two terms repre-
sent a lower bound on the total spatial distance from SI
to qy , and the third term is a lower bound on the total
spatial distance from qy to any (p − |SI |) candidates in
SR. As shown in Figure 8(a), from triangular inequality,
if dqx,qy ≥ maxsi∈SI dsi,qx , then dqx,qy − dsi,qx < dsi,qy ,
∀1 ≤ i ≤ |SI | must hold. Therefore,
∑|SI |
i=1 (dqx,qy −
dsi,qx) ≤
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qy , which can be written as |SI | · dqx,qy −∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx ≤
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qy . Note that dqx,qy ≥ maxsi∈SI dsi,qx
is necessary to be satisfied, otherwise the left-hand-side
of dqx,qy − dsi,qx < dsi,qy is not guaranteed to be a non-
negative value, and
∑|SI |
i=1 (dqx,qy − dsi,qx) is not able to
act as a lower bound on
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qy . On the other hand,
(p − |SI |)dvmin,qy is a lower bound on the total spatial from
(p− |SI |) candidates in SR to activity location qy . Therefore,
|SI | · dqx,qy −
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx +(p− |SI |)dvmin,qy is a lower bound
on the total spatial distance from any set of p candidates
expanded from SI to qy. In summary, if Outer-Triangle
Distance Pruning condition holds, the total spatial distance
from any set of p candidates expanded from SI to qy always
exceeds or equals to D.
Since
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx is computed when we access qx, we
only need to compute dqx,qy instead of each dsi,qy . More im-
portantly, it is possible to improve Outer-Triangle Distance
Pruning from a single location to a ball of locations, as shown
in Figure 8(b), to prune multiple redundant activity locations
in the early stages of MAGS.
Specifically, when we consider two balls Bx and By
instead of two locations qx and qy , a lower bound on
the spatial distance from si ∈ SI to any location in By
can be computed as dctr(Bx),ctr(By) − dsi,ctr(Bx) − r(By), as
shown in Figure 8(b). Therefore, a lower bound on the
total spatial distance from SI to any location in By is
|SI |·dctr(Bx),ctr(By)−
∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(Bx)−|SI |·r(By). Moreover,
MAGS also derives a lower bound of the remaining p− |SI |
attendees as (p− |SI |)minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, By), where
minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, By) denotes a lower bound on
the spatial distance from the locations in By to its closest
candidate attendees (i.e., Mi). In summary, given the cur-
rently best solution value D, ball Bx and SI , a ball By can
be pruned according to the following lemma.
Lemma 2: If |SI | · dctr(Bx),ctr(By)−
∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(Bx)− |SI | ·
r(By) + (p − |SI |)minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, By) ≥ D, the
activity locations within ball By never produce a better
solution for any set of p candidates expanded from SI .
Proof: As shown in Figure 8(b), if maxsi∈SI dsi,ctr(Bx) <
dctr(Bx),ctr(By), according to triangular inequality,
dctr(Bx),ctr(By) − dsi,ctr(Bx) < dsi,ctr(By) must hold.
Therefore,
∑
si∈SI
(dctr(Bx),ctr(By) − dsi,ctr(Bx)) =
|SI | · dctr(Bx),ctr(By) −
∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(Bx) is a lower bound
on
∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(By), i.e., the total distance from SI
to ctr(By). In addition, since dsi,ctr(By) − r(By) is a
lower bound on the distance from si to any activity
location in By , the lower bound on the total spatial
distance from any activity location within By to SI is
thus |SI | · dctr(Bx),ctr(By) −
∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(Bx) − |SI | · r(By).
Moreover, the lower bound on the total spatial distance
from any activity location within By to (p− |SI |) candidates
in SR is (p− |SI |)minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, By). Therefore,
if the condition of Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning holds,
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Fig. 9: Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning.
any activity location within By never produces a better
solution by incorporating any (p− |SI |) candidates into SI ,
and By thus can be safely pruned.
Compared with Lemma 1, Lemma 2 further aggregates the
distance computation by including multiple balls in BallTree.
Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning is performed each time
SI is expanded. Note that
∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(Bx) is computed
when accessing ball Bx. Therefore, Outer-Triangle Distance
Pruning is able to prune multiple balls without recomputing∑
si∈SI
dsi,ctr(Bx) each time.
Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning (ITDP). Outer-Triangle
Distance Pruning derives the distance lower bounds based
on the distance from SI to another previously-calculated
activity location. On the other hand, the idea of Inner-
Triangle Distance Pruning is that, when the attendees in SI
are sparser, the total spatial distance from SI to some ac-
tivity locations may also increase. Therefore, Inner-Triangle
Distance Pruning removes redundant activity locations by
deriving the lower bounds of the total spatial distance from
attendees in SI to activity locations, based on the spatial
distances of attendees in SI .
Figure 9(a) shows a case where SI contains three atten-
dees. In this case, the distance among each pair of attendees
in SI , i.e., dsi,sj (solid lines) is used to derive a lower bound
on the total spatial distance from si, sj to qx (dotted lines),
i.e., dsi,qx + dsj ,qx > dsi,sj . Therefore, Figure 9(a) shows a
set of lower bounds on the spatial distance from si to any
location qx: 1) ds1,qx+ds2,qx > ds1,s2 , 2) ds1,qx+ds3,qx > ds1,s3 ,
and 3) ds2,qx + ds3,qx > ds2,s3 . Summing them up, we have a
lower bound on the total spatial distance from SI to qx, i.e.,
(|SI | − 1) ·
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx >
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj . On the other
hand, since MAGS needs to move other p−|SI | attendees to
SI , a lower bound on the total spatial distance from them to
qx is (|p−|SI |) ·dvmin,qx , where dvmin,qx denotes the minimum
spatial distance from qx to any candidates in SR. Therefore,
Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning is specified in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3: If
(
1
|SI |−1
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj
)
+ (p −
|SI |)dvmin,qx ≥ D holds, qx never produces a better
solution for any set of p candidates expanded from SI .
Proof: The first term of the above inequality is a
lower bound on the total spatial distance from SI to
qx, and the second term is a lower bound on the total
spatial distance to qx from any (p − |SI |) candidates in
SR. From triangular inequality, we have dsi,qx + dsj ,qx >
dsi,sj , ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ |SI | and i 6= j, such as ds1,qx +
ds2,qx > ds1,s2 and ds2,qx + ds1,qx > ds2,s1 = ds1,s2 as
shown in Figure 9(a). Therefore, (|SI | − 1)
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx +
(|SI | − 1)
∑|SI |
j=1 dsj ,qx > 2 ·
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj , where
(|SI | − 1)
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx = (|SI | − 1)
∑|SI |
j=1 dsj ,qx . Consequently,
(|SI | − 1)
∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx >
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj , and we have∑|SI |
i=1 dsi,qx >
1
|SI |−1
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj . In other words,
1
|SI |−1
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj acts as a lower bound on the
total spatial distance from qx to SI . On the other hand,
(p − |SI |)dvmin,qx is a lower bound on the total spatial
to qx from any (p − |SI |) candidates in SR. Therefore,(
1
|SI |−1
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj
)
+ (p− |SI |)dvmin,qx is a lower
bound on the total spatial distance from any set of p candi-
dates expanded from SI to the activity location qx. Therefore,
if the condition of Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning holds, the
total spatial distance from any set of p candidates expanded
from SI to qx must equal to or exceed D.
Note that |SI | − 1 must be included in the denominator
to prevent overestimation of duplicated distance dsi,sj . In
addition, the first term can be constructed incrementally as
SI expands, which does not require recomputation at each
iteration. Therefore, Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning can be
performed efficiently.
It is more efficient to trim off multiple unnecessary activity
locations all together. Since
(
1
|SI |−1
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj
)
is
a lower bound on the total spatial distance from SI to a
point (the center of ball Bx of locations), we can subtract
this term with |SI | · r(Bx) to obtain a lower bound on the
total spatial distance from SI to any location in Bx, as
shown in Figure 9(b). Moreover, similar to OTDP, we can
replace (p − |SI |)dvmin,qx in Lemma 3 by its lower bound
(p − |SI |)minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, Bx). Therefore, given a
ball Bx, all activity locations within Bx can be safely pruned
according to the following lemma.
Lemma 4: If
(
1
|SI |−1
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj
)
− |SI | · r(Bx) +
(p − |SI |)minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, Bx) ≥ D holds, any
activity location within ball Bx never produces a better
solution expanded from SI .
Proof: As illustrated in Figure 9(b) and pointed out
in Lemma 3,
(
1
|SI |−1
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj
)
is a lower
bound on the total spatial distance from SI to ctr(Bx).
|SI | · r(Bx) is necessary to be incorporated to ensure
that,
(
1
|SI |−1
∑|SI |−1
i=1
∑|SI |
j=i+1 dsi,sj
)
− |SI | · r(Bx) is a
lower bound on the total spatial distance from SI to
any activity location within Bx. On the other hand,
(p − |SI |)minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, Bx) represents a lower
bound on the total spatial distance from (p−|SI |) candidates
in SR to Bx. Therefore, when the above condition holds, any
activity location within Bx never produces a better solution
with any group of p candidates expanded from SI . Thus, Bx
can be safely pruned.
Activity Location Distance Pruning. Activity Location
Distance Pruning exploits the MBRs in R-Tree and the balls
in BallTree, to quickly filter out unqualified activity locations.
solution value D and ball Bx, Activity Location Distance
Pruning jointly considers a lower bound from the attendees
in SI to Bx and a lower bound from (p − |SI |) remaining
candidates in SR to Bx. If the sum of the two lower bounds
exceeds D, it concludes that SI and all activity locations
within Bx never produce a better solution with the total spa-
tial distance smaller than D. Specifically, Activity Location
Distance Pruning is based on Lemma 5 below.
Lemma 5: If
∑
si∈SI
MINDIST (si, Bx) + (p −
|SI |)minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, Bx) ≥ D holds, the activity
locations within ball Bx do not produce a better solution
than the current solution corresponding to D.
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Fig. 10: Activity Location Distance Pruning.
Proof: As shown in Figure 10. MINDIST (si, Bx) =
dsi,Bx−r(Bx) is a lower bound on the distance from si to any
activity location within Bx. Thus,
∑
si∈SI
MINDIST (si, Bx)
represents a lower bound on the total spatial distance
from SI and any activity locations within Ball Bx, and
(p − |SI |)minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, Bx) represents a lower
bound on the total spatial distance from (p−|SI |) remaining
candidates to any activity locations in Bx. Therefore, when
the above condition holds, any activity location within Bx
never produces a better solution when any (p − |SI |) can-
didates are selected into SI . Therefore, Bx can be safely
pruned.
Although the above strategy is simple, it still incurs high
computation overhead because |SI | distance computations
performed for each ball Bx to find the lower bound. In other
words, the above strategy incurs |SI | · n distance computa-
tions, where n is the number of balls. In the following, there-
fore, we propose two strategies which utilize the information
of activity locations and the relationship of attendees in SI
to reduce the number of distance computations.
Here we briefly analyze the above distance pruning strate-
gies. Let m denote the number of distance computations for
(p− |SI |) ·minMi∈UR MINDIST (Mi, Bx). Activity Location
Distance Pruning incurs the highest computation overhead,
i.e., (n · |SI |+m), as distance computations are required for n
balls (for each ball, it derives MINDIST (si, Bx), ∀si ∈ SI ).
On the other hand, Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning incurs
(|SI | + n + m − 1) distance computations, for n balls in
the worst case, including |SI | computations for the total
spatial distance from SI to ctr(Bx), and (n−1) computations
for the distances from ctr(Bx) to the centers of the other
(n − 1) balls. Similarly, when deriving the lower bound on
SI and Bx, Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning only considers
the distances between each pair of attendees in SI , which
can be computed incrementally and cached in early stages.
Therefore, each time a new attendee is added to SI , Inner-
Triangle Distance Pruning performs (|SI | − 1 +m) distance
computations for n balls. Therefore, Outer-Triangle Distance
Pruning and Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning are much more
efficient than Activity Location Distance Pruning.
5.6 Discussions
User interests and existence of sponsors. We propose a
generalized model to support the scenarios in terms of user
interests. Let ηv,q denote the interest measure (i.e., how an
individual v prefers a candidate location q) of a person
v in an activity to be held at location q. A small interest
measure ηv,q implies that v highly prefers the activities to
be associated with q. Similar to the spatial radius constraint
in SSGQ and MRGQ, a new interest constraint ηv,q < h is
added to the two problems, where h denotes the interest
threshold of an activity. For a candidate member v that prefers
only karaoke studios and bars, the interest measure from v
to coffee shops will be set to a large value exceeding the
threshold. Thus, v in this case will never be selected for an
activity in q.
MRGQ and SSGQ can also flexibly handle the case when
sponsors of the activity exist. Here, we describe a gener-
alized graph model for the scenarios with sponsors. The
sponsors are represented by a set S of new nodes in SSGQ
and MRGQ. Here each sponsor s in S is connected to a
person v if s is correlated to v, e.g., v is an employee, a
former student, or a regular customer of s. This link informa-
tion can be acquired from the address directories, personal
Facebook profiles, or customer databases. To support SSGQ
and MRGQ with sponsors, the set S is added to the solution
at the beginning of SSGS and MAGS. As such, these two
algorithms will automatically find a solution group with
correlation to S (i.e., the attendees that S would like to
sponsor). Moreover, if the activity locations are provided by
a sponsor, such as a chain restaurant, all branches of the
chain restaurant group can be included in the candidate
location set Q. Note that the group size p needs to be
increased by |S| in the scenarios with sponsors, and the
representatives of each sponsor can also be initially added
to the solution group.
Dynamically changing user locations. To index user lo-
cations, one approach is to employ the fundamental R-
Tree. If user locations are changed frequently, however,
this approach is likely to incur frequent index updates or
otherwise record outdated and inaccurate information. A
more promising approach is to exploit R-Tree extensions that
are specifically designed for dynamic environments, such as
Time-Parameterized R-Tree (TPR-Tree) [22] or an improved
version of TPR-Tree, TPR*-Tree [23]. Similar to conventional
R-Trees, TPR-Tree adopts Minimum Bounding Rectangles
(MBR) to hierarchically index the spatial objects (i.e., the lo-
cations of the users). However, instead of recording objects’
locations at individual timestamps, TPR-Tree incorporates
the velocity of each object to predict their upcoming posi-
tions, and thus updates are only triggered when the velocity
changes. This strategy significantly reduces the number of
updates. In other words, the MBR of an object or a tree node
is a function of time.
More specifically, each dynamically changing location of
a user in the TPR-Tree is represented as 1) an MBR that
denotes its extent at some reference time (a system param-
eter), and 2) its current velocity vector. The velocity vector
of an MBR is represented by the largest velocity of an object
within the MBR in each direction. This strategy ensures
that the MBR always encloses the underlying objects in the
future. With the above information, the future MBRs and the
objects’ locations are not stored explicitly, but are quickly
computed based on the locations at the reference time and
the velocity vectors. Figure 11 presents an example of the
MBR and velocity vectors of three objects, i.e., a, b, and c.
The velocity vector of each object is shown as solid arrows,
and the velocity vector of the MBR is represented by dashed
arrows. Figure 11(a) presents the locations of the objects
and the enclosing MBR at reference time 0. In the next time
slot shown in Figure 11(b), the locations of the objects are
changed, and the enclosing MBR is enlarged to enclose all
objects. As shown in this example, TPR-Tree only stores
the locations of the objects and the corresponding MBR at
the reference time, and the locations of the objects with the
enclosing MBR in the future can then be computed with the
velocity vectors.
To support dynamic environments in this paper, we re-
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Fig. 11: An example of the MBR and objects with velocity
vectors.
place R-Tree with TPR-Tree. Similar to the TPR-Tree problem,
a parameter tf ≥ 0 is included in SSGQ andMRGQ to ensure
that the optimal group is returned for dynamic environ-
ments from now to tf time units afterward. The ordering
and pruning strategies of SSGS and MAGS are performed
in the same way, except that the extents of the MBRs and
the user locations have to be calculated before SSGS and
MAGS. On the other hand, the BallTree in this paper only
indexes the activity locations (e.g., restaurants, theaters, etc.)
and thus does not need to be updated frequently.
6 TRACTABILITY OF MRGQ IN THRESHOLD
GRAPH
In Graph Theory, analyzing the tractability of NP-Hard
graph problems in special graph classes is very important
for theoreticians, e.g., [16][17]. Therefore, in addition to the
inapproximibility of MRGQ analyzed above, we also prove
that MAGS can find the optimal solution in polynomial time
in a special graph class, namely threshold graph, which is
defined as follows [15].
Definition 1: Given a threshold τ and a graph G = (V,E)
with a non-negative weight wv for each vertex v ∈ V , G is
called a threshold graph if w(U) =
∑
v∈U wv ≤ τ holds for
every subset U ⊆ V with every two nodes in U sharing no
edge between them.
Let degG(v) denote the degree of v ∈ V . A degree partition
D(V ) of V divides V into m + 1 non-overlapping subsets
D0, D1, .., Dm, i.e.,
⋃
∀iDi = V . Each subset Di includes all
the vertices with degree δi, and δi > δj if i > j. When τ = m
and wv = degG(v), we exploit the following theorem in the
literature [15] to prove that MAGS can obtain the optimal
solution in polynomial time in a threshold graph.
Theorem 4: [15] Let Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê) be a threshold graph with
degree partition D(V̂ ). For every pair of vertices u ∈ Di and
v ∈ Dj , u is connected to v in Ĝ if and only if i + j > m.
Therefore, every vertex in Di shares the same neighbors.
We first describe the tie-breaking strategy for Socio-Spatial
Ordering in MAGS. Specifically, for any set V˜ ⊆ SR of
vertices with the same spatial distance to each query point qi,
the tie-breaking strategy checks if the vertices in V˜ satisfy Eq.
(1) in descending order of their vertex degrees. Therefore, the
vertex v ∈ V˜ with the maximum degG(v) is first examined
by Eq. (1) and moved into SI if v satisfies Eq. (1). Moreover,
we employ a pre-processing strategy to remove unqualified
vertices from the input graph Ĝ, which works both when Ĝ
is a general graph or Ĝ is a threshold graph. Given the social
network Ĝ with parameters k and p, the pre-processing
strategy iteratively removes from Ĝ every vertex v with
fewer than p−k−1 neighbors, along with v’s incident edges.
The iteration repeats until no more vertices can be removed
and produces a graph G. Any removed vertex v cannot form
a feasible graph with other vertices in Ĝ, because even when
all the neighbors of v (i.e., Nv) are included in the same
group F , there is still at least one vertex in Nv ∪ {v} with
fewer than p − k − 1 neighbors in F . The above process is
called core decomposition, and the remaining graph G is a
maximal (p − k − 1)-core [18], where G ⊆ Ĝ is the largest
graph such that each vertex has at least p− k − 1 neighbors
in G. The pre-processing strategy can be done in O(|Ê|) time
[19]. Intuitively, if |G| < p, then there exists no solution to
MRGQ.
Note that Dj is the degree partition on Ĝ, instead of G
after the core decomposition. Let V (G) denote the set of
vertices in G, and let ĵ denote the minimum j such that
Dj ∩ V (G) 6= ∅. In other words, D0, D1, .., Dĵ−1 are all
removed during core decomposition. The following theorem
first compares Ĝ and G.
Theorem 5: For input threshold graph Ĝ and the graph G
after core decomposition,
⋃m
i=ĵ Di = V (G) holds, and the
neighbors of every vertex in Di are also the neighbors of
every vertex in Dj if i < j.
Proof: Apparently,
⋃m
i=ĵ Di ⊇ V (G) since G ⊆ Ĝ, and
thus we prove that
⋃m
i=ĵ Di ⊆ V (G) by contradiction. As-
sume u ∈ Dr for some r ≥ ĵ, but u /∈ V (G). Given a vertex x
in Dĵ ∩V (G) and any vertex y ∈ V (G) sharing an edge with
x, if y ∈ Ds, ĵ ≤ s ≤ m, according to Theorem 4, ĵ + s > m
must hold; otherwise, x and y would not share an edge.
Since ĵ is the minimum number such that Dĵ ∩ V (G) 6= ∅,
r + s > m must hold, implying that u has an edge with
y because r ≥ ĵ. From the definition of threshold graph,
u also share edges with all neighbors of x. Therefore, the
number of u’s neighbors in V (G) is no smaller than x does,
and u should not be removed by the pre-processing strategy
because x ∈ Dĵ ∩ V (G). Therefore, this contradiction proves
that
⋃m
i=ĵ Di = V (G) holds. Moreover, since vertex u in Di
is connected to w in Dn if and only if i + n > m according
to Theorem 4, vertex v in Dj is also connected to w in Dn if
j > i because j + n > i+ n > m. Therefore, the neighbors of
every vertex in Di are also the neighbors of every vertex in
Dj if i < j.
In other words, core decomposition only trims the vertices
with smaller degrees, and if any vertex in Di is removed,
the above theorem manifests that all the other vertices in
Di will be pruned as well. According to Theorem 4, every
vertex in Di still shares the same neighbors. In the following,
we provide the theoretical result for MAGS in Theorem 6.
In Graph Theory, since each vertex v of a threshold graph
is not associated with a spatial distance to qi ∈ Q, we first
assume that dv,qi = 1 for ∀v ∈ V, qi ∈ Q.
6
Theorem 6: Let Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê) be a threshold graph with
degree partition V̂ = D0∪D1∪· · ·∪Dm and β = max{i : |Di|+
· · · + |Dm| ≥ p}. Given an MRGQ(p,Q, k, t) for Ĝ, MAGS
stops (either returning the optimal solution or returning no
solution) in polynomial time if dv,qi = 1, ∀v ∈ V̂ , qi ∈ Q.
Proof: We employ All-Pair Distance Ordering for MAGS
here. If after core decomposition, the resulting graph has
6. The results are theoretically interesting since no social network belongs
to a threshold graph. On the other hand, the hardness result for a general
social network is presented in Theorem 1.
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fewer than p vertices, i.e., |G| < p, there is no feasible
solution, and MAGS stops in O(|Ê|) time (i.e., only the
core decomposition is performed). Otherwise, if |G| ≥ p, we
prove that there exists at least one feasible solution, and we
prove the theorem by examining two different cases for β:
β > ⌊m2 ⌋ and β ≤ ⌊
m
2 ⌋.
(1) β > ⌊m2 ⌋. We prove that MAGS can find the optimal so-
lution by generating only p nodes in the branch-and-bound
tree. From Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, every two vertices u
and v in
⋃m
i=⌊m
2
⌋+1Di are connected by an edge in G. Since
|Dβ |+..+|Dm| ≥ p, the first p vertices selected and examined
by Socio-Spatial Ordering and the tie-breaking strategy must
belong to
⋃m
i=⌊m
2
⌋+1Di and form a path of length p from the
root in the branch-and-bound tree. Since every two vertices
u, v ∈
⋃m
i=⌊m
2
⌋+1Di are connected according to Theorem 4,
F is a feasible group. In the p-th node generated in the
branch-and-bound tree, 〈F, qref 〉 is a feasible solution in G,
where qref can be derived by All-Pair Distance Ordering.
Because dv,qi = 1 here, ∀v ∈ V, qi ∈ Q, 〈F, qref 〉 is the
optimal solution, i.e., q∗ = qref . Afterwards, the distance
pruning strategies of MAGS are performed exactly p times
(one time for each branch-and-bound node except the leaf
node, and one time for the root of the branch-and-bound
tree) to conclude that no further search is required. Since
〈F, q∗〉 is the optimal solution in G, it will also be the optimal
solution in Ĝ due to dv,qi = 1, ∀v ∈ V̂ , qi ∈ Q.
(2) β ≤ ⌊m2 ⌋. In this case, we prove that MAGS can also
find the optimal solution by generating exactly p nodes in
the branch-and-bound tree. In MAGS, Socio-Spatial Order-
ing and the tie-breaking strategy first move the vertices in⋃m
i=β+1Di into SI (vertices in Di are moved into SI earlier
than those in Dj if i > j), and then move the rest p − |SI |
vertices from Dβ to SI to construct the group F . Moving
these p vertices into SI creates the first p nodes in the branch-
and-bound tree and builds up a path of length p from the
root.
In the following, we prove that F is a feasible group in
G. We first examine the vertices in F that are drawn from⋃⌊m
2
⌋
i=β Di. Let v ∈ F and v ∈
⋃⌊m
2
⌋
i=β Di. According to Theorem
4 and Theorem 5, all neighbors of v in G must belong to⋃m
i=⌊m
2
⌋+1Di. Since G is a (p− k− 1)-core, and the extracted
subgraph F contains all the vertices in
⋃m
i=⌊m
2
⌋+1Di, v must
have at least p− k− 1 neighbors in F . By contrast, for every
vertex u ∈ F drawn from
⋃m
i=⌊m
2
⌋+1Di, since the neighbors
of every vertex in Di with i ≤ ⌊
m
2 ⌋ are also the neighbors of
every vertex in Dj with j > ⌊
m
2 ⌋ according to Theorem 5,
u must have no fewer neighbors than that of v in F , where
v ∈ F is any vertex drawn from
⋃⌊m
2
⌋
i=β Di. From the above
description, a vertex v ∈ F drawn from either
⋃⌊m
2
⌋
i=β Di or⋃m
i=⌊m
2
⌋+1Di must have at least (p− k − 1) neighbors in F .
Therefore, F is a feasible group. Similar to case (1), 〈F, qref 〉
is the optimal solution, where qref is obtained from All-
Pair Distance Ordering. Then, the distance pruning strategies
conclude that no further search is needed, and MAGS stops.
Time Complexity. In the following, we analyze the de-
tailed time complexity of constructing these p nodes. The
pre-processing strategy takes O(|Ê|) time. Before each of the
p nodes in the branch-and-bound tree is constructed, MAGS
extracts vc ∈ SR and qref ∈ QI from the lists UR and UB .
During the examinations of UR and UB , when the MBRMi ∈
UR and ball Bj ∈ UB satisfying the score function in Eq. (7)
are identified, each of the three distance pruning strategies
in Sec. 5.5 is performed once. In the worst case, each time
when APDO obtains vc and qref , each internal node of R-
Tree and BallTree is accessed. Therefore, max{|V |, |Q|} times
of extracting Mi and Bj satisfying Eq. (7) are performed,
and max{|V |, |Q|} times of each distance pruning strategy
is also performed. Since extracting Mi and Bj satisfying Eq.
(7) takes O(|SI ||V ||Q|) = O(p|V ||Q|) time, and OTDP, ITDP
and ALDP each takes O(|Q|) time, the time complexity for
MAGS to extract each pair of vc ∈ SR and qref ∈ QI is thus
O(max{|V |, |Q|}(p|V ||Q|)). Therefore, for the p nodes in the
branch-and-bound tree, it takes O(p2 max{|V |, |Q|}(|V ||Q|))
time for extracting vc and qref and performing the distance
pruning strategies.
On the other hand, for the p nodes in the branch-and-
bound tree, p times of Eq. (1) checking and tie-breaking
strategy are performed, which takes O(p3 + p|V | log |V |).
Also, p times of Familiarity Pruning (Eqs. (4), (5)) are
performed, which takes O(p|V |2). Moreover, p additional
times of vc and qref extractions (with distance pruning
strategies) are performed to conclude that no further search
is needed, which takes O(p2 max{|V |, |Q|}(|V ||Q|)) time.
Therefore, the overall time complexity of MAGS is O(|Ê|)+
O(p3+p|V | log |V |)+O(p|V |2)+2·O(p2 max{|V |, |Q|}(|V ||Q|)).
Since |V | = O(|V̂ |), where Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê) is the input graph
before pre-processing. Therefore, the time complexity is
O(|Ê|+ p2 max{|V̂ |, |Q|}(|V̂ ||Q|)).
7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implement SSGQ in Facebook and recruit 206 people
from various backgrounds (e.g., students, and public and
private sector workers) to compare solution quality and time
overhead for answering SSGQ and MRGQ via manual coor-
dination and our proposed algorithms. Each user completes
24 SSGQ tasks and 20 MRGQ tasks with the social graphs
extracted from their social networks in Facebook, together
with their spatial locations sampled from their Facebook
Checkin records.
In addition to the real dataset collected from the 206
study participants, we evaluate the performance and the
solution quality of SSGS, SSGMerge (the heuristic algorithm
for SSGQ mentioned in Section 4) and MAGS using a large
real dataset, DataSet 4SQ, obtained by crawling Foursquare
[20], one of the most representative LBSNs, for a month.
DataSet 4SQ contains both the social and spatial information
of 153,577 individuals. Moreover, we also compare MAGS
with two relevant algorithms, namely Geo-Social Circle of
Friend Query (gCoFQ) [13] and p-Nearest Neighbor (pNN), to
evaluate the solution quality and performance. In addition
to DataSet 4SQ, we also evaluate MAGS for MRGQ on a
large real dataset, DataSet Youtube [21], which is a social
network extracted from Youtube video-sharing website with
1,134,890 individuals. The activity location q for SSGQ and
Q for MRGQ are randomly selected from DataSet 4SQ, and
we measure 50 samples in each scenario.
7.1 User Study
We perform the user study with 24 and 20 tasks for SSGQ
and MRGQ, respectively. The 24 tasks in the user study of
SSGQ span various p and network sizes, where the spatial
radius, t is fixed to 10 km. Different k are assigned in the first
12 tasks, while k is not specified in the other 12 tasks, to let
each user freely select p people for finding out the familiarity
preferred by each person in activities with different p.
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Fig. 12: Results of user study.
Figures 12(a)-(f) compare manual coordination, SSGS and
SSGMerge to answer SSGQ in the user study. Figure 12(a)
presents the time to find the solutions in different scenarios.
The result indicates that SSGQ is challenging for manual
coordination, especially for a large network size. In contrast,
SSGS obtains the optimal solution with less than 0.01 second,
while SSGMerge obtains a near-optimal solution with much
less time. Figure 12(b) with p = 5 and k = 3 demonstrates
that the solutions from manual coordination require larger
spatial distance and thereby are not optimal. With a larger
network size, i.e., more friends nearby, it is easier to find a
group of attendees with a smaller total spatial distance to
q. In addition, the solution quality in Figure 12(c) shows
that even in p = 5, the solutions obtained by manual
coordination is not guaranteed to follow the familiarity
constraint, according to the correctness rate shown in Figure
12(c), because it is very challenging for a person to jointly
minimize the total spatial distance and ensure the familiarity
constraint. Moreover, the correctness rate drops dramati-
cally as the network size increases. On the other hand, as
shown in Figure 12(b) and 12(c), SSGMerge obtains solutions
which are very close to the optimal solution, this is because
SSGMerge effectively utilizes the intermediate solutions to
construct good solutions.
In Figures 12(d) and 12(e), we let each user freely select p
people to find out the familiarity preferred by each person in
activities with different p. The minimum k here represents
the smallest k for each manual solution to follow the fa-
miliarity constraint. With this parameter extracted from the
manual solution, we regard it as an input parameter for an
SSGQ in the same social network. The results demonstrate
that SSGS and SSGMerge can find better solutions following
the same k with a smaller time. In other words, even when a
user does not specify k, it is possible to analyze the previous
manual coordination results and find out a suitable k for the
user, such that SSGS and SSGMerge are able to find solutions
in each query afterward.
Figure 12(f) with the network size as 15 and p as 9
compares the results of different k. As k decreases, the
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Fig. 13: Results of user study.
correctness rate of manual coordination drops because it
becomes more difficult for a user to find a tighter social
group with the same number of attendees. Moreover, the
solution obtained by manual coordination is still worse than
the solution of SSGS and SSGMerge even with a loose
requirement on social connectivity, i.e., a large k.
These MRGQ tasks span various p, k, and |Q|, where t
is fixed to 10 km. In the user study, MAGS is equipped
with APDO and all the proposed pruning strategies. We
also compare the solution quality with an algorithm called
GreedyManual (GM), which imitates the behavior of manual
coordination. GM first finds the candidates within radius t of
each activity location and picks the activity location which
has the largest number of candidates nearby. Afterwards,
if there exists a feasible group, GM returns it. Otherwise,
it repeats the above procedure with the remaining activity
locations.
Figures 13 compares manual coordination and MAGS to
answer MRGQ in the user study. Figure 13(a) demonstrates
that the solutions from manual coordination incur larger
spatial distance and thereby are not optimal. When the num-
ber of activity locations increases, it is easier to find a group
of attendees and an activity location with a smaller total
spatial distance. In addition, the correctness rate in Figure
13(b) shows that even when p = 5, the solutions obtained
by manual coordination are not guaranteed to follow the
social constraint, especially for a smaller k, because it is
very challenging for a user to jointly minimize the total
spatial distance and ensure the social constraint. In Figure
13(c), we let each user freely select 5 people and analyze the
familiarity parameter preferred by each person in activities.
The minimum k here represents the smallest k to meet the
familiarity constraint in user selection. With this parameter
extracted from the manual solution, we regard it as an input
parameter for an MRGQ query in the same social network.
The results demonstrate that users are difficult to handle
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small k and large |Q| due to the need to examine many
more combinations. Thus, the distances obtained by manual
coordination are more deviated from the optimal solution
obtained by MAGS.
Figures 13(d) shows that as p increases, the correctness rate
and solution quality of manual coordination significantly
deteriorate because it becomes more difficult for a user to
find a tight social group. In Figure 13(e), each user can
freely select any number of people for forming the group
with k = 3. Manual p in this figure indicates the average
group size measured in the user study. As |Q| increases,
the selected group size drops because it becomes more
challenging to find the optimal group. Moreover, users need
much more time to find the group when |Q| grows, even
with a small group size and a loose requirement on the
social connectivity, i.e., p = {4, 5} and k = 3. Finally, Figure
13(f) presents the time spent to find the solutions in different
scenarios. The result indicates that MRGQ is challenging
for manual coordination, especially for a large number of
potential candidate locations.
Figure 13(g) compares the computation time and solution
quality of GreedyManual (GM) and MAGS. Although GM
obtains the solutions within a smaller time, the solution
quality is much worse than MAGS. This is because GM stops
when a feasible group is obtained, which cannot effectively
obtain the optimal solution.
Since MRGQ can also consider the user interests (dis-
cussed in Section 5.6), we also compare the user satisfaction
with or without considering user interests. We ask the users
to choose 20 activity locations in MRGQ, where each location
is tagged as coffee shop, restaurant, bar, etc. The interest
measure of each activity location qi to each user u is specified
as ηu,qi between 0 and 1 by the user. We let each user
compare the groups selected by MAGS and the user herself.
Figure 13(h) with p = 7 and k = 3 compares the user
satisfaction with and without user interests incorporated.
The results manifest that 68% and 75% of the users agree
that the groups selected by MAGS outperform the manually
selected groups before and after incorporating the inter-
ests, respectively. Moreover, the increment of the users that
choose ”Better” after incorporating the user interests mainly
come from those who previously chose ”Acceptable”. The
results demonstrate that incorporating user interests indeed
improves the user satisfaction.
7.2 Performance Evaluation of Proposed Algorithms for
MRGQ
We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
algorithms for MRGQ. APDO and SRDO denote MAGS with
All-Pair Distance Ordering and Single-Reference Distance
Ordering (a simplified version of APDO, which is mentioned
in Section 5.4), respectively, while Socio-Spatial Ordering
and Familiarity Pruning mentioned in Section 5.1 are also
included. In our experiments, unless specifically indicated,
we set k = 4, p = 8, |Q| = 10, 000, and the maximum value
of t is 15 km.
Figure 14 first compares MAGS in MRGQ with the related
works on DataSet 4SQ, where MAGS is equipped with
APDO, Socio-Spatial Ordering and the proposed pruning
strategies. 1) Geo-Social Circle of Friend Query (gCoFQ) [13]
aims to find a group of p people to minimize the linear
combination of the social diameter and spatial diameter
(maximum spatial distance between each pair of group
members) of the selected group. In other words, there is
no activity location in gCoFQ. In the experiments, gCoFQ is
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Fig. 14: Comparisons with relevant works on DataSet 4SQ.
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Fig. 15: Performance comparisons on DataSet 4SQ.
implemented to limit the spatial diameter within 2t, and the
nearest activity location after gCoFQ identifies the group is
returned as the solution. On the other hand, 2) pNN extracts
the group of p members along with their nearest activity
location without considering the familiarity constraint. Fig-
ures 14(a) and 14(b) compare the computation time and
solution quality. Although pNN obtains the group with
the minimum time and distance, as shown in Figure 14(c),
the minimum k of the obtained group (i.e., the minimum
number of unfamiliar members each attendee has in the
group) is far from the specified k value, i.e., k = 4. In
other words, the solution returned by pNN is not feasible
to MGRQ. The solution quality of gCoFQ is worse than
the other two algorithms because gCoFQ does not examine
activity locations during the group formation process, while
Figure 14(c) shows that gCoFQ is also difficult to follow
the familiarity constraint. In contrast, MAGS follows the
familiarity constraint and can identify the optimal group
along with the nearest activity location. Figure 14(d) com-
pares the social diameter of the groups obtained by gCoFQ
and MAGS, and the results of pNN are not able to be
displayed because the groups obtained by pNN are usually
disconnected. This figure manifests that, although MAGS
is not designed to minimize the social diameter, the social
diameter is still close to gCoFQ.
Figures 15 evaluates the efficiency of MAGS on
DataSet 4SQ. Figure 15(a) compares the computation time
of the proposed algorithms with different values of t. Given
its massive search space, SSP incurs the largest computation
time as t grows. On the other hand, equipped with Socio-
Spatial Ordering, BallTree, Distance Pruning, and Familiarity
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Fig. 16: Performance comparisons on DataSet 4SQ.
Pruning, SRDO and APDO effectively reduce the time to
acquire the optimal solution and outperform Integer Linear
Programming (ILP). Moreover, APDO requires the minimum
computation time because it can effectively minimize the
total spatial distance from SI to qref during each expansion
of SI . Figure 15(b) compares different algorithms with or
without BallTree. Both SRDO and APDO require smaller
computation time with BallTree and outperform ILP, since
the proposed Outer-Triangle, Inner-Triangle and Activity
Location Distance Pruning strategies are able to effectively
remove redundant activity locations (within balls) at early
stages.
Figures 15(c) and 15(d) present the impact of the proposed
pruning strategies, i.e., Outer-Triangle Distance Pruning
(OTDP), Inner-Triangle Distance Pruning (ITDP), Activity
Location Distance Pruning (ALDP), and Familiarity Pruning
shown in Eqs. (4) and (5) in Section 5.1 (denoted as SP 1
and SP 2). The results manifest that these pruning strategies
effectively process the spatial and social relationships and in-
deed are critical for efficiently processing MRGQ. Moreover,
the first Familiarity Pruning (SP 1) is more powerful than
the second one (SP 2) since it derives a tighter upper bound
on the number of people acquainted with each member in
SI .
7.3 Performance Evaluation of Proposed Algorithms for
SSGQ
We set the spatial radius, t, as 10km in this set of ex-
periments, which is determined based on the user study.
The study indicates that most of the users are willing to
participate in impromptu activities within 10km from them.
For SSGMerge, we empirically set λ within the range 50 ≤
λ ≤ 800, because we observe that in this range, SSGMerge
incurs small execution time while the obtained solutions
achieve significant improvement over the straightforward
approach, i.e., i-th feasible solution. On the other hand, w
should not be set too small, e.g., smaller than 10000, because
the intermediate solutions in this case will not be able to
include a sufficient number of distinct candidates, and thus
limiting the possibility for constructing good solutions.
Figures 16(a) and 16(b) analyze the proposed strategies
in Section 4, where SO, DP and FP denote Socio-Spatial
Ordering, Distance Pruning and Familiarity Pruning, re-
spectively. The result indicates that Socio-Spatial Ordering
(SO) is effective in reducing the execution time. This is
because Socio-Spatial Ordering considers both spatial and
social domains and thereby is able to guide the efficient
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Fig. 17: Comparisons of the proposed algorithms with ILP
for SSGQ.
search of the feasible solutions and the optimal solution
by exploring fewer states in the branch-and-bound tree, as
shown in Figure 16(b).
Figures 16(c) and 16(d) compare SSGS with different pa-
rameter settings. Figure 16(c) indicates that the execution
time increases as p grows, because SSGS in this case needs
to explore a larger search space to find the optimal solution.
On the other hand, Figure 16(d) shows that a larger k leads to
a smaller execution time because it becomes easier to obtain
feasible solutions for Distance Pruning to trim the search
space.
7.4 Comparisons with ILP for SSGQ
Figure 17 compares the performance of Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (ILP) with SSGMerge and SSGS. In our experi-
ments, a renown general-purposed commercial parallel op-
timizer, CPLEX [1], is adopted to find the optimal solutions
with the proposed ILP formulation, while both SSGMerge
and SSGS are single-thread programs. ILP here represents
a baseline benchmark for examining the efficiency of the
proposed algorithms. Although SSGS and SSGMerge run
in single-thread, they still outperform ILP. This is because
SSGMerge and SSGS carefully include effective pruning
and ordering strategies. Moreover, SSGMerge exploits the
structure of intermediate solutions. Therefore, SSGMerge
achieves superior performance over SSGS and ILP.
7.5 Performance Evaluation of SSGMerge
Figure 18 compares the solution quality and execution time
of SSGMerge with different settings, and the default value
of w is set to 20k. In Figure 18(a) and 18(b), to compare the
solution quality of SSGMerge and SSGS, we first measure the
execution time of SSGMerge and then stop SSGS with the
same length of time, and denote this solution as SSGTimeCut.
Figure 18(a) shows the ratio between SSGTimeCut and SSG-
Merge, i.e., the total spatial distance of solutions obtained by
SSGMerge divided by the total spatial distance of solutions
obtained by SSGTimeCut, with different λ. When λ increases,
SSGMerge can obtain better solutions since it will examine
more intermediate solutions and is more inclined to extract
a better one. Moreover, when t grows, the improvement
from SSGMerge becomes more significant. This is because
it becomes more difficult for SSGS to extract good feasible
solutions at early stages, but SSGMerge can effectively merge
existing intermediate solutions to obtain good solutions.
Figure 18(b) shows the execution time of SSGMerge. When
t grows, the execution time increases slowly. This is because
the size of the state sets is fixed and the extra computation
of merging intermediate solutions incurred is thus limited.
Also, we compare the solutions returned by SSGMerge
with the optimal solutions returned by SSGS in Figures 18(c)
and 18(d). Figure 18(c) displays the ratio of the optimal
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Fig. 18: Experimental results of SSGMerge.
solution and the solution obtained by SSGMerge, i.e., the
optimal solution values divided by the solution values ob-
tained by SSGMerge. The result manifests that the solutions
obtained by SSGMerge are close to the optimal solution.
Figure 18(d) compares the execution time of SSGMerge and
SSGS, where SSGMerge outperforms SSGS and the execution
time of SSGMerge increases very slowly when t grows.
Figure 18(e) presents the solution quality of SSGMerge
with different w. Here we set λ as 200. The total spatial
distance decreases when w grows, because with a larger w,
SSGMerge can examine more distinct candidate attendees in
different intermediate solutions, which enables SSGMerge to
construct better solutions.
In Figure 18(f), we compare the solution quality for dif-
ferent p of SSGMerge and the straightforward approach
with specified i, i.e., the i-th feasible solution in SSGS. We
first measure the execution time of SSGS to obtain different
feasible solutions and then set proper λ to stop SSGMerge
with the same length of time, while OPT represents the
optimal solution returned by SSGS. Figure 18(f) shows that
SSGMerge can obtain solutions which are close to the opti-
mal solution and outperform the straightforward approach.
Moreover, although the solutions obtained by the straight-
forward approach converge quickly when i increases, SSG-
Merge can still obtain much better solutions. This is because
SSGMerge each time combines a group with multiple atten-
dees, which greatly reduces the time for expanding SI one
by one. Moreover, Socio-Spatial Ordering ensures that the
early expanded groups incur small total spatial distances.
Therefore, SSGMerge can produce solutions which are close
to the optimal solution.
7.6 Comparisons of MRGQ with Relevant Works
To compare with the state-of-the-art methods with different
parameters, we have conducted more experiments by vary-
ing k, |Q|, and p. The results are presented in Figure 19.
Figure 19(a) compares the feasibility ratio (i.e., the ratio of
the obtained solutions satisfying the familiarity constraint)
of MAGS and the other relevant approaches with different
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Fig. 19: Comparisons with relevant works with different
parameters.
k. The proposed MAGS achieves 100% of feasibility ratio
with different k because the proposed Familiarity Pruning
strategy effectively trims all the intermediate solutions that
will not satisfy the familiarity constraint at an early stage. As
k decreases, the feasibility ratios of gCoFQ and pNN drop
because pNN does not consider the social domain, while
gCoFQ is designed to minimize a linear combination of the
social diameter and spatial distance of the group members. It
is worth noting that the feasibility ratio of pNN is low and
unacceptable even with a loose familiarity constraint (i.e.,
k = 6) because the groups returned by pNN are usually
disconnected.
Figures 19(b) and 19(c) compare the solution quality and
feasibility ratio of different approaches. When the number
|Q| of candidate locations increases, all approaches can find
the solutions with smaller total spatial distances due to more
potential good choices. Nevertheless, the proposed MAGS
outperforms gCoFQ in terms of solution quality because
gCoFQ does not examine activity locations but only tries
to minimize the maximum spatial distance between each
pair of group members. Although pNN acquires the groups
with the minimum spatial distances, Figure 19(c) manifests
that the feasibility ratio of pNN is very small because the
individuals who are closest to an activity location do not
satisfy the familiarity constraint in most cases.
Figure 19(d) presents the feasibility ratio with different
p. Given the familiarity constraint k = 4, the proposed
MAGS always obtains the solutions satisfying the familiarity
constraint (i.e., feasibility ratio is 100%). However, when p
increases, the feasibility ratios of gCoFQ and pNN drop.
This is because more group members are necessary to be
connected to each other when p is larger, and it is thus
more difficult for gCoFQ and pNN to follow the familiarity
constraint. Moreover, although gCoFQ is able to obtain the
groups with small social diameters, a few group members
are still unacquainted with many other members. Therefore,
the feasibility ratio of gCoFQ is still not sufficient.
7.7 Experimental Results for MAGS in Dynamic Environ-
ments
We perform experiments for MRGQ when the locations of
the users are dynamically changing. We generate the user
trajectories according to [22] as follows. We first extract from
DataSet 4SQ the locations visited by each individual, and
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Fig. 20: Comparisons of R*-Tree and TPR-Tree.
each individual is placed in one of its visited locations in
equal probability with maximum speed of 0.75 km/min.
The destination of each user is randomly picked from other
visited locations. During the first 1/6 of the route, users
accelerate from zero speed to their maximum speeds. During
the middle 2/3 of the route, they travel at their maximum
speeds; and in the last 1/6 of the route, they decelerate.
When a user reaches her destination, a new destination is
assigned at random to her.
We compare MRGQs with R*-Tree [24] and TPR-Tree
[22] in our experiments by changing the ratio of moving
users (i.e., a specific ratio of users are moving, and the rest
are static), and measure the number of index updates for
MRGQs in the two index structures. In addition, query exe-
cution time measures the time to process each query with the
two index structures. In our experiments, we issue MRGQs
randomly at 30 different time slices within 90 minutes from
the start time. The query parameters are set as t = 9km,
p = 8, k = 4, |Q| = 10000, and tf = 0.
Figure 20(a) compares the number of index updates of
R*-Tree and TPR-Tree with different ratios of moving users.
As the ratio increases, the number of updates grows rapidly
for R*-Tree. This is because when the number of moving
users increases, more location updates occur, and R*-Tree
updates the users locations, splits MBRs, and rebalances the
index structure more frequently. In contrast, the number of
index updates of TPR-Tree is small as compared to R*-Tree
because TPR-Tree incorporates the velocity vectors for MBRs
to avoid the frequent updates. Figure 20(b) compares the
query execution time of R*-Tree and TPR-Tree with different
ratios of moving users. Execution time of the MRGQs with
R*-Tree and TPR-Tree are both small. The execution of
MRGQs in R*-Tree is smaller than that in TPR-Tree because
R*-Tree spends much time on updating the index structure
and maintains smaller MBRs. The smaller MBRs in R*-Tree
provide better index capability. In contrast, the execution
time of TPR-Tree increases when the ratio of the number
of moving users grows because in this case, the MBRs are
larger and the index capability deteriorates.
7.8 Performance Comparisons for MAGS with Different
Pruning Strategies
We compare SRDO, APDONoOTDP, APDONoITDP, AP-
DONoALDP, and APDO by changing parameters k and p.
Figure 21 presents the experimental results with the default
parameters t = 9km, p = 8, k = 4, and |Q| = 10000. When
k or p increases, the computation time of APDO increases
slowly. As shown, APDO outperforms the other approaches,
i.e., APDONoALDP, APDONoOTDP, APDONoITDP, and
SRDO because the proposed distance pruning strategies
effectively avoid redundant activity location examinations.
When k increases, many approaches except APDO incur
more computation time. This is because when k becomes
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Fig. 22: Sensitivity tests of MAGS on DataSet Youtube.
larger, Familiarity Pruning is less effective due to the loosen
familiarity constraint. Nevertheless, the proposed APDO
with all the distance pruning strategies is able to avoid
redundant SI expansions. Similarly, when p increases, the
search space also increases. APDO with the pruning strate-
gies can thus stop expanding SI earlier. Therefore, APDO
outperforms the other approaches. Finally, APDO explores
many possible qref and vc during the expansion of SI to
obtain good solutions much earlier than SRDO does. In
other words, the distance pruning strategies in APDO is very
effective, which enables the proposed APDO to significantly
outperform SRDO.
7.9 Experimental Results for MAGS on
DataSet Youtube
We evaluate the proposed MAGS on DataSet Youtube, which
is a social network extracted from Youtube video-sharing
website with 1,134,890 individuals. Since there is no spatial
information for this dataset, we randomly assign the spatial
coordinates to the individuals as her current location. In
our experiments, we randomly extract the activity locations
from DataSet 4SQ. In the following experiments, unless
specifically indicated, we set k = 4, p = 8, |Q| = 10, 000,
and the maximum value of t is 15 km.
Figure 22 evaluates the proposed algorithms on
DataSet Youtube. Figure 22(a) shows that, although
DataSet Youtube contains about 8 times the number of
candidates as DataSet 4SQ does, the computation time of
SRDO and APDO both incur small computation time. This
is because DataSet Youtube is socially sparse (i.e., with an
average degree 5.27), which enables the social pruning
strategies to effectively remove redundant search space.
Figures 22(b)-(d) compare APDO with different parameter
settings. Since DataSet Youtube contains fewer spatially
dense clusters, the computation time is limited with the
distance pruning strategies. Moreover, Familiarity Pruning
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is able to quickly prune unqualified groups due to the large
number of low-degree nodes in the social graph, and the
computation time is thus reduced.
8 CONCLUSION
To address the need of automatic activity planning based
on the social and spatial relationships of attendees and
activity locations, we define a new query, namely MRGQ,
to jointly find the optimal set of attendees and the best
activity location among multiple activity locations. We also
study a special case of MRGQ, namely SSGQ, which only
features a single activity location. We show that processing
MRGQ is NP-hard and inapproximable within any factor.
We formulate MRGQ with Integer Linear Programming and
propose an efficient algorithm, namely MAGS. In addition
to indexing the candidate attendees in R-Tree, we propose
to index the candidate locations in BallTree, and devise
various ordering and pruning strategies based on the social
and spatial relationships. Experimental results show that
the computation time required by single threaded MAGS
is much smaller than using an IBM CPLEX parallel opti-
mizer. Moreover, we show that the problem of processing
SSGQ is NP-hard and devise an efficient algorithm, namely
SSGS, to process SSGQ. Various strategies, including Dis-
tance Ordering, Socio-Spatial Ordering, Distance Pruning,
and Familiarity Pruning are proposed to prune redundant
search space and obtain the optimal solution efficiently. We
also implement SSGQ in Facebook and conduct user studies
for both SSGQ and MRGQ to demonstrate that the proposed
algorithms significantly outperform manual coordination in
terms of both solution quality and efficiency.
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APPENDIX A
PSEUDO CODES OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
The pseudo codes of the proposed algorithms, i.e., SSGS,
SFGP, MAGS with Single-Reference Distance Ordering, and
MAGS with All-Pair Distance Ordering, are presented as
follows.
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Algorithm 1 SSGS algorithm
Require: Graph G = (V,E), location lv for each v ∈ V , the number of attendees p, activity location q, familiarity constraint
k, and spatial radius t. The user locations lv, ∀v ∈ V are indexed by an R-Tree.
Ensure: Optimal group F .
1: SI ← ∅, curDist← 0, F ← ∅, D ←∞, θ ← k
2: Employ R-Tree Range Query on q to find the vertices within distance t as SR
3: FINDGROUP(SI ,SR,curDist)
4: if D 6=∞ then
5: output F
6: else
7: output ”No Answer”
8: end if
9: procedure FINDGROUP(inSI ,inSR,curDist)
10: SI ← inSI , SR ← inSR
11: while |SI |+ |SR| ≥ p do
12: if there is any unvisited vertex in SR then
13: Employ R-Tree distance browsing to extract from SR the next unvisited vertex u
which has the minimum spatial distance to q; mark u as visited
14: else if θ < p− 1 then
15: increase θ and mark the remaining vertices in SR as unvisited
16: else
17: break
18: end if
19: if u satisfies the condition of Socio-Spatial Ordering in Eq. (1) then
20: SI ← SI + {u}, SR ← SR − {u}, curDist← curDist+ du,q
21: if Familiarity Pruning in Eq. (2) or Distance Pruning in Eq. (3) is satisfied then
22: break
23: else if |SI | < p then
24: FINDGROUP(SI ,SR,curDist)
25: else
26: D ← curDist, F ← SI
27: break
28: end if
29: else if θ = p− 1 then
30: SR ← SR − {u}
31: end if
32: end while
33: end procedure
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Algorithm 2 SFGP algorithm
Require: Graph G = (V,E), location lv for each v ∈ V , the number of attendees p, activity locations Q, familiarity
constraint k, and spatial radius t. The user locations lv, ∀v ∈ V are indexed by an R-Tree.
Ensure: Optimal group F and the corresponding activity location q∗
1: SI ← ∅, SR ← V , QI ← Q, F ← ∅, D ←∞, θ ← k
2: find u ∈ SR and qref ∈ QI such that u and qref are the spatially closest pair
3: FINDGROUPANDLOC SFGP(SI ,SR,QI ,qref )
4: if D 6=∞ then
5: output 〈F, q∗〉
6: else
7: output ”No Answer”
8: end if
9: procedure FINDGROUPANDLOC SFGP(inSI ,inSR,inQI , qref )
10: SI ← inSI , SR ← inSR, QI ← inQI
11: while |SI |+ |SR| ≥ p do
12: if there is any unvisited vertex in SR then
13: Employ R-Tree distance browsing to extract from SR the next unvisited vertex u
which has the minimum spatial distance to qref
14: mark u as visited
15: else if θ < p− 1 then
16: increase θ and mark the remaining vertices in SR as unvisited
17: else
18: break
19: end if
20: if u satisfies the condition of Socio-Spatial Ordering in Eq. (1) then
21: SI ← SI + {u}, SR ← SR − {u}
22: if Familiarity Pruning in Eq. (4) or Eq. (5) is satisfied then
23: break
24: end if
25: for all qi ∈ QI do
26: if SI and qi satisfies Distance Pruning in Eq. (3) then
27: QI ← QI − {qi}
28: else if dv,qi > t then
29: QI ← QI − {qi}
30: end if
31: end for
32: if QI = ∅ then
33: break
34: end if
35: if |SI | < p then
36: FINDGROUPANDLOC SFGP(SI ,SR,QI ,qref )
37: else
38: if minqi∈QI
∑
v∈SI
dv,qi < D then
39: q∗ ← argminqi∈QI
∑
v∈SI
dv,qi
40: D ←
∑
v∈SI
dv,q∗ , F ← SI
41: end if
42: break
43: end if
44: else if θ = p− 1 then
45: SR ← SR − {u}
46: end if
47: end while
48: end procedure
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Algorithm 3 MAGS algorithm with APDO
Require: Graph G = (V,E), location lv for each v ∈ V , the number of attendees p, activity locations Q, familiarity constraint
k, and spatial radius t. The user locations lv ∈ V are indexed by an R-Tree with root M0. The activity locations qi ∈ Q
are indexed by a BallTree with root B0.
Ensure: Optimal group F and the corresponding activity location q∗
1: SI ← ∅, SR ← V , QI ← Q, F ← ∅, D ←∞, θ ← k
2: 〈F, q∗〉 ← FINDGROUPANDLOC APDO(SI ,SR,QI ,B0)
3: if D 6=∞ then
4: output 〈F, q∗〉
5: else
6: output ”No Answer”
7: end if
8: procedure FINDGROUPANDLOC APDO(inSI ,inSR,inQI ,inB0)
9: SI ← inSI , SR ← inSR, QI ← inQI , B0 ← inB0
10: while |SI |+ |SR| ≥ p do
11: if there is any unvisited vertex in SR then
12: 〈vc,qref 〉 ← APDOandDistPruning(M0,B0,SI ,SR,QI ), u← vc
13: let QI be the set of leaf nodes in BallTree which are neither pruned
nor the descendants of a pruned ball
14: mark u as visited
15: else if θ < p− 1 then
16: increase θ and mark the remaining vertices in SR as unvisited
17: else
18: break
19: end if
20: if u satisfies the condition of Socio-Spatial Ordering in Eq. (1) then
21: SI ← SI + {u}, SR ← SR − {u}
22: if Familiarity Pruning in Eq. (4) or Eq. (5) is satisfied then
23: break
24: end if
25: for all qi ∈ QI do
26: if SI and qi satisfies Distance Pruning in Eq. (3) then
27: mark qi as pruned, QI ← QI − {qi}
28: else if ∃v ∈ SI such that dv,qi > t then
29: mark qi as pruned, QI ← QI − {qi}
30: end if
31: end for
32: if QI = ∅ then
33: break
34: end if
35: if |SI | < p then
36: FINDGROUPANDLOC APDO(SI ,SR,QI ,B0)
37: else
38: if minqi∈QI
∑
v∈SI
dv,qi < D then
39: q∗ ← argminqi∈QI
∑
v∈SI
dv,qi
40: D ←
∑
v∈SI
dv,q∗ , F ← SI
41: end if
42: break
43: end if
44: else if θ = p− 1 then
45: SR ← SR − {u}
46: end if
47: end while
48: end procedure
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APDOandDistPruning
1: procedure APDOANDDISTPRUNING(M0 ,B0,SI ,SR,QI )
2: let UR and UB be two lists
3: M ←M0, B ← B0
4: UR ←M0, UB ← B0
5: vc ← ∅, qref ← ∅
6: while M and B are not both leaf nodes do
7: pop MBR Mi from UR and pop ball Bj from UB such that∑
v∈SI
MINDIST (v,Bj) +MINDIST (Mi, Bj) is minimum, and Bj is not pruned
8: M ←Mi, B ← Bj
9: if M and Bx ← B satisfy OTDP Lemma 2 and prune By in UB then
10: remove By from UB , mark By as pruned
11: else if ITDP in Lemma 4 prunes Bx in UB then
12: remove Bx from UB , mark Bx as pruned
13: else if ALDP in Lemma 5 prunes Bx in UB then
14: remove Bx from UB , mark Bx as pruned
15: end if
16: if M is not a leaf node then
17: for all child MBR Mi of M do
18: if Mi contains lv where v ∈ SR then
19: push Mi into UR
20: end if
21: end for
22: end if
23: if B is not a leaf node then
24: for all child ball Bj of B do
25: push Bj into UB
26: end for
27: end if
28: end while
29: vc ←M , qref ← B
30: return 〈vc,qref 〉
31: end procedure
